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Abstract

The ability to produce high quality product demands continual improvement.

pollard Banknote Limited (PBL) recognizes that to succeed, they must strive to be better.

A lot of time is dedicated to research and development of new and existing ideas. One

challenge pBL struggles with is distortion of stocks used in manufacturing instant lottery

tickets. They are investigating what factors affect distortion rates of stocks.

Understanding how distortion affects the printing process and identifying distortion

values will enable PBL to predict plate sizes accurately and better assess process

capabilities. In this practicum many statistical methods are used to monitor and identify

distortion rates of the stocks studied. Regression analysis, time series and control charts

are a few of the methods used. The amount of time rolls sit between presses and plant

humidity levels have an effect. The most significant finding was the two stocks studied

react differently in production. There is more stretch/distortion in paper stock for

Millionnaire Euro (the first game studied) than Califomia Treasures. Regression models

were obtained for all presses but caution should be exercised in using them to predict the

response variable. ARIMA models were also found and their forecasts can be used to

predict distortion of future rolls of a game. To minimize additional variations attributable

to the amount of time rolls sit between presses, rolls must move quickly between presses'

Changes occurring in paper are negligible following a three-day period. Paper should be

temperature-conditioned before removing mill wrappings and remain wrapped until

moment of use to prevent unnecessary variation. Similar studies should be conducted on

all stock used at PBL to determine how each reacts to various processes. Distortion

values currently used need updating to reflect differences between the two stocks studied.
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Chapter I

Introductiom

1.1 The Company

Pollard Banknote Limited (PBL) is a privately owned Canadian firm,

specializing in the printing and graphics design of high quality security products,

including Instant Lottery Tickets. The company began operation as a graphic

printer in 1907 and in 1974began printing stamps, stocks and bonds and other

documents with security requirements. This was ideal experience for entry into

printing lottery tickets, which demands both superior graphics and built-in

security features. The company entered the lottery industry in the mid-1980s,

earning an intemational reputation as an honest, reliable manufacturer. Earning a

reputation as a quality, security printer expert in instant lottery games did not

come easily. It took years of experience and commitment, and with close to 100

years of business behind them, they have earned a global reputation for

guaranteed security, consummate quality and unparalleled service as a producer

of instant lottery products worldwide.

The Process

The process of turning a ticket design idea into an instant lottery ticket

involves many departments and processes, which will be discussed in more detail

in subsequent sections. A brief summary of these processes is presented here.

1.2



1.3

V/hen a client comes to PBL with an idea for a ticket design, it first needs to be

assessed by the marketing representative and the Pre-Press rdepartment to see if
PBL has the ability to meet the requirements set forth by the client's design.

From there, the idea is passed on to the creative and technical artists who provide

both a free hand illustration and an electronically generated image. The electronic

image is transformed into a film negative showing exactly how the overall ticket

design will look. Once the client has approved this film negative, it is turned into

plates by the platemaking department. These plates are used in the production of

the ticket. The actual production process involves 5 presses each performing a

specific duty. When the ticket is compieted and packaged for shipping it is then

sent to the client and put into circulation.

The Problem

Pollard Banknote Limited is interested in:

a) Investigating what factors affect the distortion rates of the different varieties of

stock

b) Identifying distortion values in order to

Ð Predict platelimage sizes and

iÐ Assess process capabilities for design specifications.



Chapt er 2

The ProductÍon Pnocess

2.1 Manufacturing

z.I.L Flow Chart of the Manufacturing process

The manufacturing process is flow-charted in Figure 2.1.1.i and the terms

used will be explained in the subsequent sub_sections.

Offset Press
(base graph¡cs)

Foil or Tumba
Bruk stock used?

l2 station or 14
station Comco

(scratch material)

there a barcode
on the back?

Figure 2.1.7.1Work Flow of the Manufacturing process



2.L2 Stock

PBL uses many different types of stock. The two primary stocks are paper

and foil (each have many varieties). The paper stocks used in production include

8 and l0 pt. Carolina krtegrity c2s,70 LB Pollard coated ofßet,6.5 pt. Tumba

Bruk and 8, 10 and 12 pt. Tango Cover cls. The types of foil stock include g and

10 pt. Hazen Bright silver, g pt. Hazen Dull silver, 7 and. 9 pt. Hazen NFL

Security and 10.5 pt. Holographic Foil.

2.1.3 Offset

The first press in the production sequence is the Ofßet press. The Offset

press is responsible for taking blank stock and layng down the base graphics and

all cue marks. This is an extremely important process because each press

following the Offset will use the cue marks to keep its process in register (i.e., to

keep the stock aligned in subsequent stages of the printing process).

The Offset Operator reviews the plates, production specifications, inks and

the Contract Proof prior to starting to setup the job. A Contract proof is the

contractual tatget approved by the client. The Offset Operator's initial goal is to

match the contract Proof to the best of their ability. If the operators feel that they

cannot obtain a match to the Contract Proof whether with color or fit, then they

must advise the Press Supervisor of the problem. Once the Operators feel they

have matched the Contract Proof, they cut live sheets and present these sheets to

the Production Technician' The Production Technician reviews the sheets and



once a match to the contract proof has been established, the

production.

Operator begins

2.L4 Aquaflex

The next press for most games is the Aquaflex. This press provides a

security layer used to prevent information being read through the back of the

stock. Most stocks proceed from the Offset press to the Aquaflex with the

exception of the foils and Tumba Bruk.

The Aquaflex Operator reviews the plates, production specifications, inks,

and the color key (color film proof showing the overall ticket design) prior to

starting the job. Once the operators are satisfied that the materials provided will

allow for a good reproduction, they proceed with setting up the press for

production. 'When 
they feel they have matched the Contract proof the print fits

and covers all required areas, a sheet is prepared for review by the press

Supervisor. The Press Supervisor reviews the sheet provided by the Aquaflex

Operator to confirm the print is correct in terms of fit, print quality and areas of

coverage are correct as compared to the color key. Upon approval, the Operator

proceeds to print the game as per the production schedule.

2.1.5 High Speed Imager

After the Aquaflex, the games move on to the High Speed Imager (HSÐ.

The HSI produces the 'live' data for the tickets which includes a) barcodes on the

front and back of the tickets and b) the winning (or iosing) data on the front of the



tickets. The HSI receives data from high-speed computers linked to the press.

One computer transmits digital image data while the others monitor each print

head with regard to factors such as ink temperature, charge voitage and ink

concentration.

The HSI Operator must review the Production Specif,rcations and Font

Schedule prior to setting up the job. Once the Operators are satisfied that the

materials provided will allow for a good reproduction, they proceed to set up the

press. When the Operators feel they have matched the target and that the imaging

fits, a sheet is prepared for the Production Technician for approval. The

Production Technician reviews the sheet and allows the operator to begin

production. Once the fit has been approved, the HSI Operator runs the required

number of feet for the Comco setup as per the Production Specifications.

2.1.6 Comco

Once the live data has been added, the next stage is the Comco press. This

machine adds the scratch material to cover the play area, makes die cuts, overprint

colors, vamishes and provides perforations (perf). This process is important as it

provides both the scratchable material and security. It is important to monitor this

machine constantly to make sure the scratch material cannot be seen through as

well as that it is covering all the mate/ral it is supposed to be covering.

The comco operator reviews the perf and die requirements, plates,

Production Specifications, inks and the Contract Proof prior to setting up the job.

The Comco Operator's goal is to match the Contract Proof to the best of their



ability, without running a configuration that will lower the quality of the end

product (i.e.: if the desired color density carmot be achieved without impacting the

performance of the press, due to ink viscosity having to be pushed too high, or

required Anilox roller change will reduce crispness of type, the operator should

contact the Press Supervisor for assistance and direction). Once the Operator

feels they have matched the Contract Proot a sheet is prepared for the Production

Technician. Together, the Comco Operator and Production Technician will

review the press sheet and if necessary make adjustments until a match to the

Contract Proof has been established. Once the Production Technician feels a

match has been made, they will involve the Marketing Representative in the

review of the printed sheet. When signoff is obtained, the Production Technician

informs the Comco Operators that they may begin production.

2.1.7 Bunch

The last press for each game is called the Bunch. This machine takes rolls

of tickets and transforms them into books (stacks of folded tickets). These books

are then inspected by the Quality Control Department and broken down into

smaller books consisting of a specified number of tickets. Once inspection is

complete, the finished product can be packaged and sent to the client.



2.2 Pre-Press

2.2.I Instant Ticket Production Process Flowchart

Game
Generation

(Programming
Produces

Game Data)

Proofread¡ng
(check film to ticket
design and plates to

color keys)

Figure 2.2.1.1Flow chart of the entire Production Process



2.2.2 Game Planning

When a customer contacts PBL with an idea for a game, they are first put

in contact with a Marketing Representative who acts as a liaison between the

design group and the customer. The Marketing Representative meets or interacts

with the customer via phone, e-mail, fax or memorandum to determine the game

requirements. The list of requirements are confirmed with the customer and

documented on what is called a Design lnformation Form. Once the customer

order is received and the Design Information Form is complete, it is issued to the

Director, Design and Pre-Press, to initiate the design process. The Director,

Design and Pre-Press, reviews the requirements documented in the Design

Information Form and assesses PBL's ability to meet the documented

requirements. Upon acceptance, roles are assigned for all major design phases

and resources allocated. The Design Information Form is then forwarded to the

Manager of Game Planning, where Production Technicians and Artists are

assigned to ensure product specifications satisfy technical and mechanical

requirements while maintaining client concepts.

2.2.3 Desigr/Creative Department

The Design Department consists of two groups. Creative artists work

from pencil drawings and develop concepts/illustration through to the color stage.

Technical artists then separate the artwork into color layers, as they will be used

at each printing station. This process results in a wireframe. A wireframe is the

skeleton drawing of a ticket on which designs are built. The wireframe (see



Figure 2.2.3.r) shows all components that are required, (i.e., ticket size, game data

areas, game data bounce, agent security code areas, validation number, book and

ticket number, knockouts, imaged lines or legends and overprints) in printing a

ticket. All groups work to the wireframe.

Enlarged Wireframe

Data (showing bounce posítions)
Knockout (KO): 4 pts. greaterthan data
Overprint (OP) borden 5 pts. w¡de (depending on client)
Outside OP edge: 6 pts. greater than KO

Aquaflex:

Tint Varnish:
Aquatint:
Seal Coat:

Small Scratch Off (SO):
Large SO:

2.75 pts. less than KO

2.25 pts. greaterthan KO
2.25 pts. greater than KO
1 pt. greater than KO

4.5 pts. less than outside OP edge
2.5 pts. less than outside OP edge

UV spot release varnish: same size as KO
(to 1.5 pts greater than KO, depending on client)

Figure 2.2.3.1Flexographic Design Spec Wireframe Diagïam
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Upon receipt of the Design Information Form, the Design Department

reassesses the overall feasibility of the concept. If the design is accepted by the

client, a Design Review Form is completed by the Production Technician, and the

design moves to the Technical Art department. A Design Review is the process

of assessing and approving new designs to ensure that they conform to PBL's

manufacturing requirements, as well as meeting customer specifications. The

Design Review consists of all pertinent information associated with a particular

ticket and is circulated to all departments. Each department leader reviews and

adds comments/requests for changes to the production process (if required).

2.2.4 Technical Art

Client initiated arfwork is reviewed, assessed and often modified in order

to be suitable for PBL processes. Technical Artists review the client designs in

conjunction with a Production Technician to develop strategies that allow the

client artwork to be successfully printed by PBL. Before film (a flexible cellulose

material coated with an emulsion sensitive to light and used to capture an image)

can be produced for tickets, the Technical Artist must receive clear instructions

from the Production Technician and have in his/her possession a signed-off copy

of the art and a completed mini-spec. A mini-spec is a printed copy of an online

Production Specification that is used as a working copy for communication

purposes.

There are 6 stages to technical art when producing film for tickets:

a) ensuring the ticket design meets PBL design standards and is printable,

1l



b) check design to mini-spec, c) trap color to color using the Macintosh computer

software packages Freehand and./or Illustrator to ensure a good fit and register on

the presses, d) output film for production, e) check the film to the color keys and

f) file jobs. Filing the jobs includes backing up all relevant files on the server and

putting the film and all color keys into job bags that are then put into storage for

future reference. The technical art department's checklist includes issues such as

a) ticket size, b) how many colors are needed to print the job, c) the overall look

of the ticket, d) whether die cuts will be used, e) security requirements,

f) printability/manufacturability, g) potential problems that can be fixed ahead of

time and h) any issues that relate to the manufacturing of the ticket. They are

building the art to meet the press requirements and performance.

2.2.5 Film Generation

Once the technical art is approved, it proceeds to Film Generation. Thrs

process starts with the preparation of an all-up wireframe that includes the front

and back wireframes (if there is any imaging on the back of the ticket). An all-up

wireframe is a film positive that includes the number of tickets across the web and

around the web, the ticket backs and the web directions through the presses.

Once the wireframe has been completed, an all-up color key is produced.

An all-up color key is a color film proof made using final press-ready film, that

shows the complete impression of every print plate to be used. This process is

called step and repeating and involves taking one ticket image and stepping and

repeating that art to fit the designated number of tickets on one revolution of a

l2



printing press cylinder. Since only one color is printed per print station, the colors

are separated into individual base colors. Once the individual color keys have

been produced they are matched and sent to the Image Setter. The Image Setter

uses a laser beam to write the image onto film where the film is digitally set and

developed much like a high-end color printer. All film is eventually turned into

plates that will be used on the presses. All-up color keys are made of ticket fronts

only, unless the ticket back includes more than one color. Printing plates are not

made until the all-up color key has been approved.

After a Production Technician has approved the wireframe and all-up

color key, a Contract Proof is produced and shown to the customer. As

mentioned in Section 2.I.3, a Contract Proof is the contractual target approved by

the client, which includes ink chips for all press colors. A Contract Proof is

produced using a digital proofing machine and is referred to as Kodak approval.

The digital color proof or Contract proof is considered a reasonable representation

of the final production results.

2.2.6 Platemaking

Offset plates are made in PBL's Proofing and Plating department.

Negatives produced in Film Generation are turned into press ready plates. A

sheet of aluminum with a photographic surface is etched using the film negative

and an ultraviolet light source. Once etched, the sheet of aluminum is then placed

into a machine that washes a\ryay the unwanted areas and leaves the photographic

13



image. The plates are then shaped to fit the press cylinders used in the base

printing of the lottery tickets.

Flexographic plates are made from sheets of photopolymer. The

flexoplate making process involves placing the film negative over the

photopolymer and exposing the photographic surface to fluorescent light. The

photopolymer sheets are then placed in a machine where a tractor beam pulls the

plate through a pin system where brushes wash away the unneeded polyrner. The

result is a press ready flexographic plate.

2.2.7 Proofreading

The proofreaders in the Proofing and Plating department are responsible

for ensuring all film generated in Film Generation, matches the ticket design. The

manufacturing proofreaders check all Offset plates to the all-up color keys. This

is done by laying the appropriate color key layer over the plate to ensure that the

image on the plate corresponds to the image on the key. They also conduct an 80

numbers test, which is designed to examine the f,rt and font design of the HSL

2.3 Inspection

2.3.1 lntroduction

PBL's dedication to producing tickets of unsurpassed quality requires

commitment throughout the production process. Their objective is to provide

quality, secure and error-free games. They are committed to ensuring that their

products conform to the requirements of the customer and to achieve this, quality

14



is continually monitored and checked throughout every stage of the production

process. Inspection involves a thorough and intensive final review of all

components of the printed tickets. PBL relies on several procedures to ensure

compliance with the customer's and internal standards. They have integrated

manual and automated procedures to assure that only the very best products are

shipped to their customers.

2.3.2 Quality Control Department

When the tickets come off the last press, they are taken to the Quality

Control Department in the Inspection area where automated procedures and

human inspection eliminate tickets that do not meet quality standards. Tickets are

manually inspected ensuring that only the best make it to the customer. While

manually inspecting tickets requires extra time and manpower by comparison to a

less exacting, random sampling, the process helps PBL meet their commitment to

quality with their clients. Tickets are subjected to a manual inspection in which

inspectors ensure compliance to PBL's standards. Tickets are visually inspected

to ensure that base ,graphics, security and overprints match the signed-off press

proof and that the ink jet printed numbering is clear. Tickets are also inspected to

ensure thatthe ticket front and ticket back are synchronized.

15



2.3.3 Vision Scanner

some games do not proceed directly from the comco to the Bunch. A

recently purchased machine called the Vision Scanner is in the process of being

tested. This is a very innovative machine that, once running at full capacity, will

eliminate the need for manual inspection. This system, installed at the end of the

Comco press, ensures the quality of the tickets that PBL delivers to their clients

by: a) searching for small print blemishes, b) monitoring registration of base

graphics and overprint elements, c) monitoring color consistency, d) searching for

missing data or vamish and e) providing immediate feedback to the press

operators. This automated system is more accurate and consistent than human

inspection. A camera module installed at the end of the Comco press provides the

press operator with real-time feedback for the print job. This allows the operator

to adjust press parameters quickly to optimize production. The system also

provides an objective assessment of their printed tickets, producing summary

reports that can provide statistical feedback during the inspection process and

details the nature of the defect that can be used to fine-tune the printing process.

The Vision Scanner detects differences in the tickets by a) comparing all

images to a "golden" and b) comparing the current image with the previous

image. This aids in identifying which machine is producing what kinds of errors

and how often. V/hen a difference is detected, different waming colors appear on

the screen. Each color represents an error by a specific press. At the end of each

roll, a report is printed which summarizes all the differences detected. This

process identifies the bad tickets so the inspection group will not have to spend as
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much time looking for defects. At the moment, the main use of the Vision

Scanner is to determine the difference between how many bad tickets quality

control catches and how many the Vision Scanner identifies. This automated

inspection system holds potential for the future of PBL's production process. The

system may provide electronic readings directly from the press, such as

temperature that would provide helpful feedback in monitoring production and in

assessing defective tickets.
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Chapter 3

The Pnoblern

3.1 Practicum Project in detail

3.1.1 The Problem

PBL has struggled for many years with throw-length (how much the stock

has shrunk or stretched over a 10 ft. arca after it has gone through the Offset),

distortion on the Comco and the High Speed Imager for many years. As a result,

the flexographic plates and templates being produced were printing images that

did not align correctly with the base graphics. This caused problems in the

production process as well as downtime while new plates were being made.

Being able to get an idea of the consistency of the distortion for each press will

allow PBL to correct for it in advance, preventing unnecessary downtime.

3.1.2 Distortion

Distortion is a measure of how much the stock has changed (stretched or

shrunk) upon completion of a production process. Each press will contribute to

the distortion of the stock. To determine the individual distortion rates for the

presses, the difference between the size of the ticket represented by the negative is

compared with the size of the ticket produced once it has gone through each press.

The overall distortion rate is comprised of how much the stock is distorted after it

has gone through each of the presses. The best way to determine overall
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distortion is by adding the individual distortion rates of each press. An alternative

would be to measure the difference between the size of the ticket on the negative

and the final product once it has passed through all of the presses.

3.1.3 Research Objectives

To monitor the distortion of the images in both the "across the web" and

"along the web" directions. We also hope to model the distortion rates of the

different stocks.

3.2 Potential Impact

PBL currently employs a modular production process. This process takes

advantage of dedicated presses to independently perform each specific function,

enabling better use of specialized equipment equipped for customization and

maximum production flexibility. In contrast, an in-line process that is used by

their competitors, is continuous, with product moving to the next step in the

process immediately following the completion of the previous step. Problems

occurring in a single print unit, or ticket perforating unit within the in-line process

will bring the whole system down and cause production delays. PBL's decision

to use a modular production process was based on the desire to avoid limitations

inherent to the in-line process. They also realized the many advantages offered by

a modular process. These advantages include: a) improved registration, b) being

able to accommodate press speed differences, c) flexibility during machine

downtime, d) efficiency in production scheduling and e) flexibility in ticket
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design. The downside to this modular process is that they now need to re-register

from one press to the other increasing the possibility of additional variation. In

addition they now need to consider additional factors including time spent

between presses, as well as the temperature and humidity of the plant. Any or all

of these things may prove to have an effect on stock distortion. V/ith the in-line

process, these factors need not be considered since each ro11 is run continuously

from the start to the end of production. Because of this, the variation in the rolls

is less critical which may lead to better registration. Distortion still occurs in an

in-line process. However, it is more consistent than a modular process and can be

attributed to different factors. Even though rolls move from press to press

continuously, the dryers and ovens used still affect the stock as it moves through

the process. 'When plates are made for these presses, they are adjusted in advance

for distortion. Because the rolls do not sit between presses, companies using the

in-line process assume the distortion is consistent. This assumption could

potentially cause major delays in production if proved incorrect. The advantage

to using an in-line process is that since it is continuous, it does not allow the stock

the opportunity to bounce back to its original state which, occurs when rolls sit

between presses.

With the modular process, the effects of temperature and humidity on the

stock must be considered. The measure of humidity that will be used thus forth is

relative humidity. It is measured by the amount of water in the air expressed as a

percentage of the maximum amount of water the air can hold at a specified

temperature. It is the relative humidity of surrounding air that impacts the
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moisture content of paper. It is also the relative humidity of air surrounding

exposed paper which determines those properties of paper that vary as its

moisture content changes. These changes in the amount of moisture in paper

may cause signif,rcant changes in its perforTnance. Paper size, is by far the most

important characteristic affected by changing moisture content. Paper shrinks in

size as it loses moisture and increases in size as it gains moisture. In roll paper

stock (as used at PBL), as the exposed ends gain moisture from a humid

atmosphere, they increase in size. Paper from such a ro11, upon unwinding, will

exhibit "baggy" edges. As the exposed ends lose moisture in dry atmospheres,

they decrease in size. Paper from such a roll, upon unwinding, witl exhibit a

baggy center.

Paper has "memory" regarding its moisture history. Paper moisture

content at any given relative humidity is affected by its immediate past moisture

history. A paper which has a memory of past lower moisture content will not

contain as much moisture at any given relative humidity as would the same sheet

if it had a memory of a past higher moisture content. This property, known as

hysteresis, can be quite important. The single most important factor affecting the

rate of moisture change is determined by whether the paper is in equilibrium at a

higher or lower relative humidity than the air to which it is exposed. Paper loses

moisture to a dry atmosphere much slower than it gains moisture from a more

humid atmosphere. The results of this project will either confirm the advantages

of the modular process or push the need to reconsider aî in-line process to
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eliminate the effects of the plant's environment and the amount of time the rolls

sit between presses.

Being able to understand the distortion affecting the various aspects of the

printing process would enable PBL to control the impact on their tickets. By

being able to determine a constant distortion rate for each substrate (variety of

stock) depending on which processes that ticket went through, would allow PBL

to make film that fits the resulting ticket size. It would also allow them to be

more graphically competitive with their competitors because less of the ticket

front would be needed to compensate for the distortion and more could be

dedicated to the actual ticket design. Thus, knowing if the distortion is consistent

for each press, plates could be made to better fit the stock.

The inability to accurately predict the future distortion in the stock causes

a considerable amount of waste. Each time plates are made that do not fit, time is

required to remove and replace plates that would otherwise have been spent

completing the job. Instead, the time needed to correct the plate sizes causes a

delay in the production of the tickets. If too much time is spent fixing problems,

less time can be spent on producing tickets. If PBL could predict how much the

stock was changing from press to press, they could account for this distortion by

incorporating it into the size of the film and plates used on the various presses.

PBL currently uses a distortion factor when considering plate size. However, it

has not eliminated the need to redo plates once the tickets proceed to the presses.

For example, by the time a game gets to the Comco a certain amount of distortion

has accumulated. V/hen the plates are made in advance, PBL estimates the
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distortion. However, for most games, the plates and film produced for the Comco

are too wide for the resulting stock size.

PBL currently assumes a certain amount of distortion will occur at each

stage of the production process and they adjust for it in the pre-press stage.

Previous studies lead them to the distortion values currently in use. All base

graphics (produced on the Offset press) get distorted vertically (along the web)

only at 99.909%. The Comco graphics plates get distorted in the across the web

direction 99.92% while the plates in the along the web direction vary depending

on the ticket size. For a 24" plate revolution, the distorted value is 98.509%

while for a 22" plate revolution the distorted value is 98.362%

3.3 Data gathering sfrategy

3.3.1 Steps taken to collect the data

PBL indicated that 8 pt. Carolina Integrity c2s and 10 pt. Tango cls were

considered the two most important stocks. The notation cls is short form for

'coated 1 side' and c2s for 'coated 2 sides'. Coating is a compound applied to the

paper stock that is used to improve the printing surface as well as make it

smoother, brighter and whiter. These stocks were chosen as they were

experiencing difficulty in consistently producing plates that did not require

modification. This is due to the distortion of the ticket at each stage of the

process being different than anticipated. Because these are two of the most

widely used varieties of paper used in the manufacturing of lottery tickets, PBL
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would like to know as much as possible about them. The more they know about

these stocks, the better prepared they will be to produce consistent results.

Once it was determined that these would be the two varieties of stock

studied, the next step was finding a game of sufficient size produced on these

stocks. The first game studied was Millionnaire Euro. It was a game produced

for France that consisted of 130 rolls and was manufactured on 8 pt. Carolina.

The second game was California Treasures produced for the Califomia State

Lottery on 10 pt. Tango and consisted of 80 rolls. Throughout the remainder of

this document, when we are referring to Millionnaire Euro or California Treasures

we are also referring to a particular stock which has the characteristic of being

coated on one or two sides.

3.3.2 Data Collection

The samples will be comprised of enough stock to represent one

revolution of the plates (22" or 24" depending on the game). In addition to taking

one sample per roll after it has passed through each of the presses, measurements

will also be taken directly from the roll. Thus, four measurements for each roll:

on the roll across, off the roll across, on the roll along and off the roll along will

result. These samples will then be measured "across the web" as well as "along

the web". The "across the web" measurement represents the width of the stock

while the "along the web" measurement represents the length of the stock.

Samples will then be compared to the negative obtained from Film Generation to

determine distortions. To ensure the measurement process is consistent from roll
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to roll, measurements will be taken between the same points on every ro11. The

"across the web" measurement will be from the far left of the first image to the far

right of the last image. The "along the web" measurement will be from the

bottom of the lead ticket, to the bottom of the following lead ticket. The lead

ticket represents the beginning of one revolution of the plate (see Appendix B).

3.3.3 Preliminary analysis

Prior to starting the data collection and analysis, preliminary analysis was

used to determine the variability in the across the web and along the web

measurements attributed to the measurement process. A sample was collected

and from this sampled data (see Table 3.3.3.1), the standard deviations were

determined to be:

Sx : Sacross the web: 0.001 inch

Sy : Salong the web: 0.003 inch

Across the Web Alons the Web
6.tl 24.015
6.1 1 24.0ts
6.1 1 24.01s
6.1 1 24.01

6.1 1 24.015
6.1 1 24.015
6.11 24.01
6.1 I 24.01
6.1 I 24.015

16.1 15 24.01s
6.1 I 24.01
6.1 I 24.015
6.1 I 24.01
6.l r 24.01

2*, 225.s45 Zv, 336.18

x 16.11035714 , 24.01285714

s-. 0.001336306 s,, 0.002567763

Table 3.3.3,1 Data used to determine the variability across and along the web
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Additional preliminary analysis was then performed to examine the effect

of wet temperature, dry temperature and humidity on distortion. Data were

collected for these three variables three times a day at five locations throughout

the plant. Scatter plot matrices were then used to examine the pairwise

relationships between them. 'We 
are also interested in the variability within each

of the five locations. Box-plots and the Tukey-Kramer procedure for multiple

comparisons will be used to analyze the results.

3.3.4 Sequential steps that altered the process

The first hurdle encountered came during the preliminary analysis stage.

It was impossible to collect temperature and humidity data each day, however it

was discovered that these measurement readings were being taken every day at

8:00 am. By comparing the incomplete data with the daily results, it was found

that the incomplete data could be augmented with the PBL information, as there

\A/as a relationship between the two sets of temperature and humidity readings.

After examining the initial data collected for Millionnaire Euro, it was

found that rather than taking off and on the roll measurements, the process could

be simplified by using only measurements off-the-roll because there is a more

accurate assessment of the across and along measurements off-the-rol1. This

enabled more flexibility in collecting the data. For Millionnaire Euro, this result

permitted the use of the off the roll measurements which in turn allowed for the

operators to acquire samples after every roll, ensuring that no data would be

missed.
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3.4 Measuring Tools

3.4.1 Mylar

The negative obtained from Film Generation included scales in both the

along and across directions. Each rule is 0.0025" wide with a space of 0.0025"

error associated with thebefween rules (see Figure 3.4.1.1). The measurement

Mylar is limited to a fraction of the increment. This increment is 0.0025"
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3.4.2 BetaMag

A magnifier called a BetaMag will be used in the measurement process to

provide magnification of the Agfa Avantra 30 Ruler (see Figure 3.4.2.I). A

BetaMag is an optical magnifying glass that is equipped with a three-element,

color-corrected lens design. It also comes with a flat-field lens with anti-

reflection coating for sharp, high contrast images. It gives the user long eye relief

(the ability of use for long periods without eye strain) producing clear, sharp

images as much as 18 inches above the lens. It creates bright images free of

distortion, color fringing and is usable from edge to edge.

Figure 3.4.2.1 B etaMag optical magnifyin g glass

3.4.3 Psychrometer

The quantity of moisture in the air is one of the most important

environmental properties. It affects food, materials, processes and of course

human comfort and health. Consequently, the accurate measurement of moisture

content has been the subject of scientific investigation. Over the years many

distinctly different measurement techniques have been developed.
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One technique is based on the theory of using wet and dry bulb

thermometers to measure moisture content based on the evaporating cooling

effect of the wet bulb. A PSYCHRO-DYNE Model psychrometer which is based

on that theory (see Figure 3.4.3.i), was used to collect data on the temperature

and humidity inside PBL's Winnipeg manufacturing plant. A psychrometer is

one of many instruments used for measuring the water vapor content or relative

humidity of the atmosphere. It consists of two identical thermometers - the wet

bulb thermometer, so called because its bulb is covered with a jacket of tight-

Figure 3.4.3.1 Battery Operated Psychrometer

fitting muslin cloth that can be saturated with distilled water; and the dry bulb

thermometer. When the cloth is soaked and the thermometers are properly

ventilated, the web bulb temperature will be lower than the dry bulb temperature

(actual air temperature) because of cooling due to the evaporation of water from

the cloth. The drier the air, the greater the evaporation and thus the more the web

bulb temperature is depressed. Psychrometric tables list various humidity
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variables, such as relative humidity, according to dry bulb temperature and wet

bulb depression at equilibrium. Ventilation is provided by suction fan (aspiration

psychrometer) [12].

The accurate measurement of the true wet and dry bulb temperatures

requires proper equipment and precautions, otherwise errors may result.

Adequate ventilation across the wet bulb is essential for accuracy, without it a

moisture concentration not representative of the ambient conditions will build up

around the wet bulb and a higher humidity level than what is actually in the air

will result. Ventilation removes the build up and keeps sampling the actual

conditions.

Distilled water must be used to saturate the cloth surrounding the wet

bulb. Tap water will destroy the psychrometer and provide inaccurate readings.

It is also important to never touch the cotton sock as dirt and/or oils from your

hand will cause it to read inaccurately.

The battery operated psychro-dyne psychrometer, provides readings

within 2 minutes and has an accuracy of + lo/o. The thermometers contained

within the psychrometer have a range of -15C to +45C with + 2Yo accuracy over

full range.
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4.1

Chapter 4

Analysis and Results

Flow Chart of the Analysis

Figure 4.1.1 is a flow chart of how the preliminary analysis and actual data

will be analyzed.

Figure 4.1.1 Flow Chart of the Analysis

Distribution and lndependence

Regression Analysis

Control Charts
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The rational for moving from one analysis to the next was based on the

idea of Exploratory Data Analysis or EDA. Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is

an approach for data analysis that employs a variety of techniques (mostly

graphical) to a) maximize insight into a data set, b) uncover underlying structure,

c) extract important variables, d) detect outliers and anomalies, e) test underlying

assumptions and f) determine optimal factor settings. In other words, EDA

Analysis is the process of using statistical tools (such as graphs, measures of

center, and measures of variation) to investigate data sets in order to understand

their important characteristics.

4.2 PreliminaryAnalysis

4.2.1 Shrinkage of samples over the week

The initial data collection process involved spending an entire day in the

manufacturing plant collecting as many samples as possible. Since the presses do

not usually run the same game at the same time, several different games were

collected over the day. All games were produced on 8 pt. Carolina stock. The

press, production date and time, measurement date and time, the across

measurement and the along measurement were then documented for each sample

collected. The along and across measurements of these samples were remeasured

and recorded with a goal to determine whether the samples would be affected by

the amount of time they sat between presses. If we know for example, that the

stock is going to shrink 0.01" in the two days it sits after coming off the Aquaflex

before going to the HSI, then the HSI can adjust for that in advance. Since a)

there was more then one game and b) each game was measured from different
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reference points, the across and along measurements were converted to percent

change (i.e. Xo : I00o/o, Xr' : [(Xr X0)/X0]*100%, Xz, : [(Xz

Xr)/Xr]*l00yo,'.., Xn+r': [(Xn*r -Xn)/Xn]*I00%). Inthis formulaX¡represents

the across/along measurement that was taken, Xi is the percent change in the

across/along arìd i=1,".,8 refers to the daythe sample was measured (i.e. Xr'is

the percent change in the across/along measurement on day 1 where there are

eight days). This conversion allows the data from all games to be analyzed,

collectively. These data were then summanzed by press (see Figure 4.2.I.1).

Each of the points plotted in Figure 4.2.1.1represent the percent change in the

across direction (between the size of the sample the day it was collected and the

day it was measured) for one of the samples that was collected and measured.

5

Day

(a) HSI (b) Comco

Figure 4.2.1.1Plots of percent change in sample size for the Across direction
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A downward sloping curve occurs in the plots of each of the presses (see

Figure 4.2.1.1 for two of these plots). The pattern of this downward curve and the

minimal change occurring as time progresses, indicates that the percent change

appears to be leveling off. The day 5 datawas inconsistent and did not follow this

general trend. Due to the increased variability seen in day 5, it was decided to

omit day 5 and examine the regenerated plots (see Figure 4.2.I.2 for two of these

plots with day 5 omitted). A similar pattern in the data emerges in Figure 4.2.L2

parts (a) and (b) but is more pronounced than it was in Figure 4.z.r.l parts (a) and

(b).

(a) HSI (b) Comco

Figure 4.2.1.2 Plots of percent change in sample size with day 5 omitted

In general, for all four presses in both the across and along directions, the

samples changed very little after the first three days. Thus, if we wanted to

correct for the amount of time the rolls sat between presses, anything after three

days need not be considered.

!n
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Part of the preliminary analysis consisted of tracking the across and along

measurements for one week to observe any changes. While the paper sat, it

changed in both the along and across directions. These changes occurred within

the first three days and were then negligible. From this we can conclude that

paper stock over three days does or tries to revert back to its natural state (the

point at which paper is in equilibrium with its surroundings) following production

and by then its size remains stable.

4.2.2 Temperature/Relative Humidity Influence

There was some concem over the effect of plant temperature and humidity

on the paper stock being used in the production of lottery tickets. It is known that

if the stock is too dry, it will cause web breaks during production. A web break

occurs when the stock splits apart while running through the press. Production

must be halted in the case of a web break, while the operators repair the break. ln

addition to web breaks, dry stock also tends to break apart too easily in the

vending machines used by retailers. However, if the stock is too saturated, the

tickets will fail to tear along the perforation in the same vending machines.

In order to get a better understanding of the affects of temperature and

humidity on the paper stock, a study was conducted to examine the pairwise

relationships between wet temperature, dry temperature and relative humidity. A

scatter plot matrix was produced. A definite positive linear relationship befween

wet temperature and dry temperature with a conesponding correlation of 0.6630

is evident in Figure 4.2.2.I. Five separate s¡rmbols occur in the scatter plot
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matrix, each represents a different location in the plant. The "square" represents

measurements from outside the plant, the "diamond" the data from the Bunch, the

"x" stands for the HSI information, the "plus sign" for the offset and the "square

dot" for the Aquaflex.

Multivariate Correlations
Wet Temo Drv Temp rHum

Wet Temo 1.0000 0.6630 0.138'1
Drv Temo 0.6630 '1.0000 -0.6229
rHum 0.1 381 -0.6229 1.0000
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Figure 4.2.2,1Scatter Plot Matrix and Correlations for Temp and Humidity

As can be seen from Figure 4.2.2.1, each of the five locations has different

results for the temperature and humidity. However, due to a) the inability to

control "outside" measures and b) their volatility, the outside measures were

monitored but not used in the analysis. Temperature and humidity changes in the

atmosphere \¡/ere large and not significant in predicting "controlled"
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measurements. By eliminating the "outside" measurements from the analysis the

correlation between the wet and dry temperature increases to 0.7407.

The variability within each of the remaining four locations, were analyzed

using the Tukey-Kramer method for assessing multiple comparisons. Each

multiple comparison test begins with a comparison circles plot which is a visual

representation of group mean comparisons. You can compare each pair of group

means visually by examining how the comparison circles interact. The outside

angle of intersection indicates whether group means are significantly different

(see Figure 4.2.2.2). This method was repeated for each of the three variables:

angle greater ånglÊ equål
than 9oo to 9oÖ

ångle less
than 9ûo

I l.'
\/J

ttTJ

not significantly borderline significantly
different significantly differenl

different

Figure 4.2.2.2 Angle of Intersection and Significance

wet temperature, dry temperature and relative humidity. See Figure 4.2.2.3 for

the wet temperature graph. Figure 4.2.2.3 includes a plot of side-by-side box

plots which display the location and variability of the data collected from each

press location. In addition to the plot in Figure 4.2.2.3, the Tukey-Kramer Means

Comparison table is also included. This table shows the actual absolute

difference in the means minus the least significant difference (LSD), which is the

difference that would be significant (i.e. the LSD is what the distance would be if
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the circles intersected at right angles). Pairs with a positive value are significantly

different. Because the borders of the table are sorted by the mean, the more

significant differences tend toward the upper right, or syrnmetrically, the lower

left 1131.

Com u U

Abs(Difl-LSD offset bunch HSI aquaflex
offset -1.17370 -1.04401 -0.79559 0.12630
bunch 1.04401 -1.20631 -0.95800 -0.03622
HSI -0.79559 -0.95800 -1 .1 8967 -0.26783
aquaflex 0.1 2630 -0.03622 -0.26783 -1.17370

Figure 4.2.2.3 Wet Temp Oneway Analysis and Means Comparisons by Location

Examining the means circles in Figure 4.2.2.3 does not immediately

indicate that any of the means are significantly different. However, closer

examination of the angle of intersection between the Aquaflex and Offset reveals

that their angle of intersection is less than 90o as required by the Tukey-Kramer

method for multiple comparisons for means to be significantly different. The

means comparisons output provided by the JMP IN software package supports

this finding. In the table provided within Figure 4.2.2.3, positive values are an
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indication of means that are significantly different. This provides further evidence

that the only pair of means that are significantly different (cr : 0.05) occur

between the Aquaflex and Offset.

To document the location difference by average and standard deviation, a

table of means and standard deviations for each location was also created (Table

4.2.2.1contains the data for the wet temperature).

Level Number Mean Std Dev Std Err Mean Lower 95% Uooer 95%
Aquaflex 75 61.6067 2.89021 0.33373 60.950 62.264
Offset 75 62.9067 2.67204 0.30854 62.299 63.514
HSI 73 62.5205 2.79314 0.32691 61.877 63.164
Bunch 71 62.7606 2.76568 0.32823 62.115 63.407
Table 4.2.2.1Means and Standard Deviations for Wet Temperature by Location

The dry temperature and relative humidity measurements display a similar

relationship between each of the four locations - in a miror image pattern (see

Figures 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.5). The dry temperature data seems to indicate that the

mean of the HSI data is significantly higher than the other three locations, while

the Aquaflex is significantly lower as seen in Figure 4.2.2.4. For the relative

humidity data, the HSI mean is significantly lower while the Aquaflex is

significantly higher (see Figure 4.2.2.5). In both Figures 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.5 the

angle of intersection between the Ofßet and Bunch is greater than 90o implyrng

that they are not significantly different while all other presses are significantly

different (the angle of intersection is less than 90'). This is conf,rrmed by tooking

at the means comparisons output beneath each figure, which shows positive

values for pairs of means that are significantly different.
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Figure 4.2.2.5 rhum Oneway Analysis and Means Comparisons by Location
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Abs(Difl-LSD aouaflex offset bunch HSI
aquaflex -2.4874 1.7126 4.0778 10.9449
offset 1.7126 -2.4874 -0.1222 6.7449
bunch 4.0778 -0.1222 -2.556ô 4.3103
HSI 10.9449 6.7449 4.3103 -2.5213
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In order to quantify the relationship between the dry and wet temperature,

a bivariate fit was performed. If there is a strong linear association between the

two (as was suggested in the scatter plot matrix in Figure 4.2.2.1) this will

reinforce the move to using the relative humidity only in future analysis.

Specifically, as will be seen later, relative humidity will be included in regression

models to determine whether it has an affect on the models. From Figure 4.2.2.6

it was found:

Dry Temperature¡ : 8.7 47 4533 + 1 .08 86 646*W et Temperature¡

with an R2 :0.5486. V/e can conclude that there is a strong linear association

Pivxrinte fil _o_t P__ry_ r_e-pp By wg_t _Te_mp __..,leo l

Wet Temp

Parameter Estimates
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>ltl

lntercept 8.7474533 3.612308 2.42 0.0161
Wet Temo 1.0886646 0.05779 18.84 <.0001

Figure 4.2.2.6 Bivariate Fit of Dry Temp By V/et Temp
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befween dry temperature and wet temperature. Thus, if we were to include a

temperature measurement into future analysis either would be sufficient.

However, since relative humidity is determined from a calculation using both of

the measurements, it will be used in future analysis.

Monitoring of the relative humidity (rHum) in the plant for the month of

August 2001 reveals that rHum remains stable in its day-to-day fluctuations (see

Figure 4.2.2.7). We will assume this fluctuation remains consistent throughout

the year. The solid line on the plot represents the average daily relative humidity.

Figure 4.2.2.7 Time Plot of Relative Humidity by Date

As mentioned in section 3.3.4, PBL was also taking temperature and

humidity readings on a daily basis at the same locations as were used for this

study. Their measurements were being taken on the same characteristics that

were used for this study with the same instrument but at different times of the day.
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Hence, one would expect these readings to be highly correlated. A t-test for zero

population correlation (p) was used to verify whether PBL's humidity readings

(rHum) and the humidity data collected in August 2001 (avg rHum) were

correlated. For normal populations, the hlpotheses Ho: p : 0 versus H.: p * 0 can

be tested using the test statistic:

¡:¡Jn-21ú-l (4.2.2.r)

where r is the sample correlation coefficient and n is the sample size. The

rejection region for the alternative hypothesis, is defined to be t ) tatz or t < -totz

where the t statistic is based on (n - 2) d.f. [8]. In this case, for the relative

humidity data the test statistic was t : 15.266 and for cr : 0.05 and 92 d.f.,

tc./z: to.ozs,s2d.r.: 1.986. Therefore, since the test statistic is greater then 1.986

we reject Ho: P : 0 in favor ofHu: p + 0 and conclude that there is a relationship

between these two sets of measurements (rHum and avg rHum). This can also be

seen in Figure 4.2.2.8, which suggests that the data taken once a day (rHum)

tracks the data which was collected three times a day and averaged (avg rHum).
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Y x-rHum E*avg rHum

Figure 4,2.2.8 Overlay Plot for Relative Humidity

These findings, in addition to the scatter plots, support the decision to use

PBL's relative humidity readings in future analysis. It also saves time that would

otherwise have required readings to be collected three times a day.

Attempts have been made over the past few years within pBL's

manufacturing plant to minimize the effects of changes in humidity on the stock.

During the winter months, the air is dryer and requires extra moisture while in the

summer months the air contains more moisture and does not require any extra

moisture. Humidif,rers were installed in various locations to provide moisture if

necessary in an attempt to maintain consistent humidity readings throughout the

year. The humidifier locations were determined randomly so they would be

spread out evenly throughout the plant floor. The assumption is that these
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humidifiers have made a difference. However, the extent of the difference is

unknown.

4.3 Distribution and Independence

4.3.1 Description of Tests

Having looked at the environment in which the tickets were printed, the

attention will now be focused on the individual games (Millionnaire Euro and

California Treasures) and their printing characteristics. The proposed analysis

was completed in both the across the web as well as the along the web directions

for each press. It is important to first afÍirm the assumption that the data are

normally and independently distributed with mean p and standard deviation o..

Although they involve judgement, graphical procedures are useful in detecting

serious departures from normality. To test the normality assumption, a normal

quantile plot as well as a histogram will be used in assessing normality. The

normal quantile plot provides an assessment of the assumption of normality even

for moderate sample sizes that are not large enough to construct histograms [8].

If the pattem of variability in the data collected can be represented by a normal

distribution, all points in the normal quantile plot should lie a) within the

confidence curyes and b) along a diagonal line. If the plotted points deviate

significantly from a straight line, then the hypothesized model (i.e., in this case a

N[p,o']) is not appropriate. The linearity of the data plot is subjective. In

addition, the histogram should reasonably be represented by a bell shaped curve if
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the data are normally distributed. A quantitative assessment of the normality of

the data will be made using the Shapiro-Wilk V/ test to assess the hypotheses

H6: data values are from a normal distribution

H^: data values are NOT from a normal distribution

If the p-value reported is less than the level of signif,rcance required (such as

0.05), the null hypothesis will be rejected and one may conclude that the data do

not follow a normal distribution.

There are many tests available for testing independence. A scatter plot

diagram provides a visual impression of the relation between two variables. For

each sampling unit, data are collected on the two variables, (Y,, X,), for

i=I,Z,"-,n. The shape of the scatter diagram often indicates what type of

relationship exists between the two variables. A scatter plot matrix, correlation

matrix and covariance matrix will be generated for (Y¡, X¡). If the across the web

and along the web data are independent, the scatter plot matrix should contain a

density ellipse which is circular and the values in the off diagonal of the

covariance matrix should be zero.

4.3.2 Analysis and Conclusions

As indicated in Section 4.3.I, the first step in data analysis for these games

was determining whether their across and along measurements followed a normal

distribution. When the data for Millionnaire Euro was collected, ticket samples

that had been cut off the ro11 by the operators as well as samples still on the roll

were measured in the across and along direction. Therefore two sets of data for
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the same roll were obtained (i.e. "off the roll" and "on the ro11"). These samples

were measured "across the web" and "along the web". Distribution plots for the

two sets of data performed individually supported the normal assumption in both

the along and across directions. It was interesting to find that both were centered

at the same point. However, the off the roll data seems to be packed more tightly

around the mean than the on the ro11 data (see Figure 4.3.2.I). In Figure 4.3.2.I

Figure 4.3.2,1Off and On the Roll measurements overlaid (Millionnaire Euro)

(a) Across

.04 .0.03 -û.02 -0.01 :3.5e-18 .01

(b) Along
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the dark gray represents off the roll, while light gray represents on the roll. Thus,

there is a more accurate assessment of the across and along measurements off the

roll. This result suggests that rolls will no longer have to be monitored as they

come off the press. The operators can be instructed to collect ticket samples,

which can then be measured in the across and along direction at the earliest

convenience.

The Shapiro-V/ilk W test was used to check the assumption of normality

and test the hypotheses H6: X-N versus Hu: X+N. This goodness of fit test was

generated for the off the roll data in both the across and along directions. Both

p-values were <0.001, which is less than the level of significance ø : 0.05,

suggesting that we reject the null hlpothesis and conclude that the data do not

come from a normal distribution. These conflicting results between the

histograms and the Shapiro-Wilk tests prompted fuither examination of the data.

Normal quantile plots were then produced for the off the ro11 data in both the

along and across directions. These plots tend to confirm the normality

assumption. There are minor departures in the tails as some points fall outside the

confidence curves, but nothing of concem (see Figure 4.3.2.2). Most of the data

lie along a diagonal straight line. Therefore, we can say that the data for off the

roll along and across follow a normal distribution.
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Figure 4.3.2.2 Normal Quantile plots for the Across and Along (Millionnaire Euro)

Due to the results from Millionnaire Euro (showing that off the roll

measurements provide an accurate assessment of the data), only off the roll

measurements were collected for California Treasures. The Shapiro-Wilk W test

was again used to quantify the assumption of normality and examine the

hypothesis Ho: X-N versus Hu: X+N. As with the Millionnaire Euro data, both

p-values were <0.0001 which is less than the level of significance cr : 0.05,

suggesting that we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the data do not

come from a normal distribution. The significance of this test prompted a closer

examination of the related histogram and normal quantile plots. The histograms

revealed a bell shaped curve supporting the normal distribution assumption in

both the across and along directions. The normal quantile plots also confirmed the

normality assumption (see Figure 4.3.2.3). Although the plots reveal some points

outside the confidence curves, the points fall reasonably close to a straight line,
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Figure 4.3.2.3 Normal Quantile plots for the Across and Along (California Treasures)

suggesting the distribution does not depart substantially from a normal

distribution. The opposing results between the Shapiro-V/ilk test and the plots

may be caused by the magnitude of the data set. A closer look at the normal

quantile plots reveals behaviors similar to discrete distributions (where the data

can take on only multiples of 0.0025" due to the precision of the measurement

tool) even though the data are continuous. This phenomenon is partially due to

the measurement process, effectively discretizing the data at multiples of

0.0025' . This may be causing the results of the Shapiro-V/ilk test to conclude

non-noÍnality even though the plots suggest that the data do follow a normal

distribution. The departures from normality seen here are not important enough

to worry about for further analyses based upon nonnality since they are most

likely being caused by the discrete like form of the data.
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Again, since it was determined that we need only be concerned with

measurements taken from off the roll data, we now want to know whether the

across and along the web measurements for these two sets of data are

independent. As was mentioned in Section 4.3.1, if the data is found to be

dependent, then the design specifications will have to be altered as they currently

assume independence. Scatter plot matrices and their corresponding correlation

matrices were used to examine this. As evident in Figure 4.3.2.4, for Millionnaire

Euro, the across and along measurements are in fact, uncorrelated with an

R: -0.0768. The scatter plot matrix supports this finding with the 95% density

Multivariate Correlations
Across Measurement Alonq Measurement

Across Measurement 1.0000 -0.0768
Alonq Measurement -0.0768 1.0000

0.1

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.06

0.05

o.o2

0.01

3.5e-1 I

-0.01

-0.02

-0.03

.05 .06 .07 .08 .09 .1 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 .01 .0

Figure 4.3.2.4 Scatter Plot and correlation for Off the roll data (Millionnaire)
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ellipses being almost perfectly circular. No evidence of a linear relationship rs

evident thus, we may assume independence since two independent variables have

a correlation of zerc which is what we are witnessing with this data.

The correlation found for the California Treasures data was r: 0.4580. A

t-test for zero population correlation with a sample size of n :323 and r:0.4580,

resulted in a test statistic of t: 9.2308 while ton,n-z: I.9674. Therefore, since the

test statistic is greater than to.ozs,3zt, we reject the null hypothesis Ho: P : 0 in

favor of the alternative hypothesis Hu: p + 0 which indicates that the relationship

between the across and along measurements is signiftcant. Although this result is

surprising since all other studies found them to be independent we may have a

significant result because of the high number of degrees of freedom. This may be

inflating our test statistic. When the measurements were sorted by press, the

results were different. For each of the four individual presses, a scatter plot

matnx, correlation matrix and covariance matrix were generated. A t-test for zero

population correlation was again used to examine whether the across and along

measurements were correlated. The results are summarized in Table 4.3.2.I.

Offset Aquaflex HSI Comco
n 85 85 75 78

Correlation 0.5125 0.198 0.'1846 -0.0306
Covariance 0.00004 0.00002 0.00002 0.00000

Test statistic 5.43748 1.8403 1.604803 -0.26689
ln l) -2dt 1.98896 1.98896 1.992997 1.99167

Reject Ho Yes No No No

Table 4.3.2.1Independence Test Results by Press for California Treasures
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From Table 4.3.2.I, the Aquaflex, HSI and Comco, appear to exhibit no

relationship between the across and along measurements. In the case of the Offset

press, there appears to be a significant relationship between the across and along

measurements. The correlation for the Offset was much higher than the overall

correlation at t : 0.5125, suggesting that about 25Yo of the variability can be

explained by the relationship. It indicates the data for the Ofßet is skewing the

overall results leading to the dependence assumption even though it is the only

press that indicates this. Although it appears that the along and across

measurements are dependent, it is the Offset results causing it. The Offset data

could be eliminated from this analysis if a reason for its difference could be

found. Even though this set of data carmot be eliminated as no reasons were

found, one advantage of positive cor¡elation is that it allows measurements in one

direction to be used in adjusting in both directions. For example, if we want to

decrease the magnitude of the across or the along variable, then decreasing either

one would have the same effect on the other because of the positive relationship

between the two variables.
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4.4 RegressionAnalysis

4.4.1 The Regression Model

Regression analysis is a statistical methodology that utilizes the relation

between two or more quantitative variables so that one variable can be predicted

from the other, or others [11]. An example of a regtession model is the linear

relationship that may exist between a pair of variables. The model can be stated

as follows,

!¡: þo* B1-r¡ t e¡

where y¡ is the value of the response variable in the irh tnal,

B6 and B1 are the unknown parameters,

x¡ is a known independent variable,

s¡ is a random error term,

i =I,...,n.

(4.4.r.r)

where o2 denotes the variance in the

estimated using the method of least

We assume E(e¡) : 0 and Var(e¡) :

model. The regression coefficients

2o,

are

squares; that is, theB's are chosen so as to minimize the sum of the squared

errors (the e¡'s).

All factors that were thought to have an effect on the distortion rates of the

various stocks were monitored. These include ambient air temperature, humidity,

UV lamp settings and viscosity. These factors will be recorded at the start

(beginning of the production run) of each ro11. A complete list of factors recorded

can be found in Appendix A. However, since PBL runs 24 hours a day,7 days a

week, it was not possible to collect all samples immediately after they had passed
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through each press. Press Operators were used in acquiring the above mentioned

factor values.

Regression analysis will be used to fit a model for each press. Because

there are different factors affecting each press, there will be eight models (two per

press) as follows:

Across offser : þoo t þroXro + ...+ 
Þ p_t,ox p_r,o + €o

Along orrset 
: þ0, + þrrXr, * ... t þ o_r,rX o_r,r * á,

Across aquaflex : þoz * þrrXr, +'..+ Þ o_r,rx ,_r,, + e,

Along aquaflex : þot * þrrXrr+".+ Þ p_r.tx p_r,s + tz

Across ust: þoqt þroXro +.'.+ Þo_r,oxo_r,o+€o

Along Hsr : ps5 t þrrXr, +..'+ Þ r_,,rx o_,,, + €,

Across comco : þru I þruXru +..'+ Þ o_r,ux ,_r,u + €u

Along comco: þ0, + þrrXr, +...+ Þ o_r,rx o_r,, + €,

where: X,r,'-. , X,,r_, are known constants

Þo¡ 
: Y-intercePt

e¡ are independent N(0, o'2)

i =1,'.',n

The model diagnostic tests that will be used include a) a lack of fit test,

b) a test for autocorrelation of the error terms and c) a test for detecting

multicollinearity.

'When the list of possible predictor variables is very large, stepwise

regression is often employed in an attempt to select important predictor variables
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while considering all the possibilities. This process quickly eliminates

insignificant variables from the analysis and identifies other potentially useful

predictor variables. Stepwise regression was utilized because the number of

possibly important variables to be considered in the analysis was quite large. It

will aid in determining which variables might be included in the models that

describe the changes in the across and along measurements for each of the

presses.

There are three directions that can be used in stepwise regression analysis

a) backward, b) forward and c) mixed. The direction allows the user to choose

how they want variables to enter the regression equation. The 'backward'

direction was chosen for this analysis. The backward procedure starts with the

iargest possible modei and looks at the individual / statistics. If all explanatory

variables are significant, the model cannot be simplified. If one or more of the

variables is not signifÏcant (for a chosen significance level a), only the least

significant is dropped from the model. The simplified model is then re-estimated

and the procedure repeated until no variable can be dropped. Backward stepwise

selection is often employed when there are only a few key predictor variables and

a limited number of other potentially useful predictor variables.

Figure 4.4.1.I is a visual representation of all the presses used in the

manufacturing of instant lottery tickets. The locations where each of the predictor

variables were documented is included in this figure.
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Figure 4.4.1.1Printing Equipment and predictor variable location

For both Millionnaire Euro and California Treasures, there are two models

for each of the four presses, the data includes off the ro11 in the along direction as

well as off the roll in the across direction. Table 4.4.I.I provides a summary of

the two Offset press models for both Millionnaire Euro and Califomia Treasures.

The coefficient estimates included in Table 4.4.L1 are produced after the

backward elimination procedure has been applied and thus they represent the best

fitting line according to the criteria established.
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Millionnaire Euro California Treasures
Across Along Across Along
n=82 n=78 n=75 n=75

lntercept 0.01 15073 0.1415077 0.0037834 -0.1 2003
ïurnbar air pressure 0.0006808
Press Speed 0.0000904
Variator or lnfeed Unit -0.002178
Rewind Tension -0.001366
rHum 0.0002249 -0.000296 0.0012004 0.0010665
R-square 0.204233 0.582904 0.410026 0.278422

Table 4.4.1.1 Offset Regression Parameter Estimates Summary

Reading down each of the columns of Table 4.4.I.1 gives the regression

line found for that specific column. For example, if you read down the first

column of Table 4.4.1.1, you will see that the first regression line found is for the

off the roll data in the across direction for Millionnaire Euro. This f,rtted equation

is then:

Across orrset : 0.01 15073+0.0000904*Press Spee d+0.0002249*rHum (4.4.1.2)

The R2 value is found in the last line in each of the tables. For the

regression line (equation 4.4.1.2), R2 : 0.204233. Tables 4.4.1.2, 4.4.I.3 and

4.4.I.4 are similar to Table 4.4.I.1 containing information for the Aquaflex, HSI

and Comco respectively. The sample sizes used to generate the regression models

are shown in the top of each of the tables. Each of the models generated are

unique to that press and direction (across or along). The variables left in the

model have been found to affect the response variable (measurement in the across

or along direction). Only variables that were included in the models are shown in

the tables. A complete list of all variables is provided in the Research and

Development Press Checklist (Appendix A). The sample sizes used to generate
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each model are also quite variable ranging between 11 and 82. The variation in

sample size occurs because it is dependent on the amount of data gathered by the

operators.

Millionnaire Euro California Treasures
Across Along Across Along
n=56 n=35 n= 52 n=46

ntercept 0.0265012 0.002070: 0.0854066 -0.18273t
)ress Speed
Rewind Tension 0.0008243
Station 2-lnk Temp
Station 2-lnk Viscosity
Station 2-Oven Temp
Station 2-Web Temp 0.0002931
Station 3-Oven Temp -0.000505 0.0003225
Station 3-Web Temp 0.0003439
Station 4-lnk Temp -0.000799
Station 4-lnk Viscositv 0.0082533
Station 4-Oven Temp -0.00087i
Station 4-Web Temp 0.0003992
Station 5-Web Temp 0.0009118 -0.000527
rHum 0.000706€

R-square 0.'14939€ 0.218382 0.2'1568: 0.236035

Table 4.4.1.2 Aquaflex Regression Parameter Estimates Summary

Millionnaire Euro California Treasures
Across Along Across Alonq
n=82 n= 62 n=74 n=72

lntercept 0.099980i -0.010161 0.0925412 -0.05801i
Unwind Tension
Rewind Tension
Drver Temp Rip 1 -0.000064
Turnbar air pressure

Press Speed -0.000081 0.000019i
Output % Rip 1 -0.00051r
Output o/o Rip 2 -0.000047
rHum

R-square 0.059474 0 0.139024 0.03369e

Table 4.4.1.3 HSI Regression Parameter Estimates Summary
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Millionnaire Euro California Treasures
Across Alonq Across Alonq
n=45 n=23 n=11 n = 11

lntercept 0.2332267 4.3504888 0.0896814 -0.1 38997
Press Speed -0.000254 0.00002'18 -0.000007
lnfeed Tension -0.0001€ -0.000035
Station 1-lnk Temp -0.000291 0.0011021
Station 4-lnk Temp -0.00266
Station 4-lnk Viscositv
Station 5-lnk Temp
Station 5-lnk Viscositv
Station 6-lnk Temo -0.002307
Station 6-lnk Viscositv -0.000455 -0.001508 -0.001036 -0.000097
Station 9-lnk Temo
Station 9-lnk Viscositv -0.00108€
Station 10-lnk Temo 0.0044687
Station 1 0-lnk Viscosity -0.00703
Station 1 1-lnk Temp -0.03072
Station 1 '1-lnk Viscositv 0.0019858
Station 12-lnkTemo 0.0056556
Station 1 2-lnk Viscositv 0.0007774
Station 13-lnk Temo
Station 1 3-lnk Viscositv -0.003019 -0.010405
Station 14-lnk Temp
Station 1 4-lnk Viscositv
rHum -0.014356
R-souare 0.282661 0.84923€ 0.177797 0.28781?

Table 4.4.1.4 Comco Regression Parameter Estimates Summary

The explanatory variables used in the models were acquired with the help

of the Press Operators thus we assume they are accurate. However, certain

variables may have been altered in an effort to improve the printing process.

These changes may not have been updated on the written documentation.

Therefore, the models generated may be based on incorrect data. This could

explain why the R3 values are generally lower than would be expected ranging

between 0.033696 arñ, 0.849235. The R2 value measures the proportionate

reduction of total variation in Y associated with the use of the set of X variables

(Xr,"',Xo-r). Although these are small values, these models still provide the
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ability to predict the response variable, and will still be utilized in an effort to

understand what variables affect the distortion of the stock. However, care should

be exercised when using all of these models for predictive purposes.

4.4.2 Residuals

Examination of the residuals is a crucial component of the determination

of model adequacy [8]. If the model is appropriate for the data, the observed

residuals should then reflect the properties assumed for the error terms. For

regtession model (4.4.I.1), the error terms are assumed to be independent normal

random variables, with mean 0 and constant vanance o2. A pattern in the

residuals plot, such as sequences of positive and negative residuals, may indicate

that the observations are not independent. Thus, the points in the residual plot

should look like independent observations from a N(0,o'2) distribution and appear

as ahonzontal band centered at zero on the vertical axis. Any deviation from a

horizontal band indicates a need for adjusting the original model to accommodate

the displayed pattem.

A plot of the residuals versus the predicted values is useful for assessing

the appropriateness of the multiple regression model and the constancy of the

variance terms, as well as providing information about outliers.

Examination of the residuals was done for the off the roll data only.

Residual plots were generated for each model found in Tables 4.4.I.I to 4.4.1.4.

A 'megaphone' pattem appeared in the plot of the residuals versus the predicted

values for the Millionnaire Euro Offset in the along direction (see Figure 4.4.2.I
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(a)) suggesting a departure from constancy of the error variance. In addition, a

'reverse megaphone' pattem appeared in the plot of residuals versus the predicted

values for the Millionnaire Euro Aquaflex in the along direction (see Figure

4.4.2.1(b)). However, further testing revealed all residuals in both of these plots
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to be normally distributed. The residuals summed to approximately zero

(rounding errors may be present resulting in a sum of the residuals that does not

eqlaal zero exactly however, based on the properties of a fitted regression

equation, the sum of the residuals is equal zero, i.e. Zi,',=rn,=O) and the

distribution plots of these residuals were both shown to be normally distributed.

To formally test whether the data arises from a normal distribution, the Shapiro-

\Milk W test was utilized. These goodness of fit tests supported the conclusions of

normality as all p-values were greater then cr : 0.05, suggesting that the data do

come from normal distributions. The residual plots generated for all other models
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except the two previously mentioned, display a random pattem with no apparent

deviations from this pattem (see Figure 4.4.2.2 for two of these plots). This lack

of pattern indicates that one of the assumptions is likely to be valid. Again,

goodness of fit tests were used to formally test for normality, producing p-values

greater then c¿: 0.05. However, the p-values associated with the Offset and HSI
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Figure 4.4.2.2 Residual by Predicted plots for the Offset and HSI Across (California)

in the across direction for California Treasures were less then a suggesting that

these two sets of data may not come from a normal distribution. Further

examination of the residuals associated with these presses revealed in both cases

that they summed to approximately zero (as required by the properties of a fitted

regression equation) and their distribution plots suggested the data were normally

distributed. The departures from normality that may be causing the Shapiro-Wilk

test to have a small p-value are not sufficiently serious to worry about the lack of

normality because the discrete form of the data may be influencing the results of

the Shapiro-V/ilk test. Therefore the assumption of normality can be assumed for

all residuals. All evidence associated with the residuals of the Califomia
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Treasures Comco data indicate normality, however, these results are based on a

sample size of 1 1. Therefore, even though they appear normally distributed,

conclusions based on these results may not be representative of the population.

4.4.3 F-test

It is important to also test the significance of the regression line as a whole

by performing an F-test. In multiple regression, the F-test is used to assess

whether or not there is a relation between the response variable Y (in our case,

across the web and along the web) and the set of X variables (X,,.. .,X 
o),(i.e., the

F-test examines the significance of all of the terms collectively in the regression

function). The hypotheses are:

}J.o: þt : þz =' " = þ, = 0 (i.e., all slope coefficients are simultaneously zero)

Hr: Êr (k:I,..',p) is not equal to zero for at least one k

and the test statistic is:

F* : MSR (regression mean square)/lvISE (mean square error)

with d.f. : (p, r - p - 1). The resulting decision rule (for a specified o) is:

IfF* < Fo(p, n - p - 1), conclude H6

IfF* > Fo(p, n - p - 1), conclude Hu

F-tests were performed to test the significance of the regression equations

as a whole for the off the roll data models only since it has already been shown

that off the roll information provides a reliable assessment of stock changes. All

Millionnaire Euro regression equations for the Offset, HSI, Comco and Aquaflex

across, as well as all California Treasures regression equations examined for the
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Offset, Aquaflex and HSI across were found to be significant; all p-values were

less then the level of significance clr, : 0.05. The regression line for the

Millionnaire Euro Aquaflex in the along direction was borderline significant

(p-value : 0.0513).

For California Treasures, both the Comco and HSI in the along direction,

produced p-values greater than 0.05 indicating the regression equations were not

significant. Again the Comco results are based on a sample size of 11 and should

be treated as preliminary. The HSI model is based on a sample size of 72,

however it appears that further investigation is also needed here since the F-test

showed that its regression equation is not significant.

4.4.4 Lack of Fit

The lack of fit test assumes that the observations Y, for given X, are a)

independent, b) normally distributed and c) that the distributions of Y have the

same variance o'' ¡111. For testing the appropriateness of a linear regression

relation, the altematives are:

He: E{Y}: þo* þ,X,+...+ Bo_rXr_r

H": E{Y} + þo+ þ,X,+.'.+ Bo_1Xo_,

The appropriate test statistic is:

F* : MSLF (mean square lack of fit)À4SPE (mean square pure error)

and the appropriate decision rule is:

If F* < F(l - cr; c - p, n - c), conclude H¡

If F* > F(1 - cr; c - p, n - c), conclude H"
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where F(l - cr; c - p, 1r - c) is the critical F value at the ø level of significance

you choose. The number of replicates (the resulting observations when there are

repeat trials for the same level of the predictor variable) is represented by c, p is

the number of parameters in the model and n is the total number of observations.

A lack of fit table will appear in the analysis of a regression line only

when the data and the model provide the opportunity. No lack of fit test can be

conducted when there are no replicated points with respect to the X data and

therefore no degrees of freedom for pure error. In addition, no lack of fit test will

appear when the model is saturated. Meaning that the model itself has a degree of

freedom for each unique value of X, therefore, there are no degrees of freedom for

lack of fit. Of the eight regression models generated for Millionnaire Euro, only

four lack of fit tests were conducted (Ofßet press in both the across and along

directions, Aquaflex across and HSI across). For both the Aquaflex and the

Offset across models, we fail to reject Hs and conclude that the relationships are

linear. The regression equations for the HSI and Ofßet along reject the null

hypothesis in favor of the alternative, that the regression functions are not linear.

For Califomia Treasures, no lack of fit tests were generated for the Comco

and the Aquaflex in the along direction. For both Ofßet models and the Aquaflex

in the across direction, we fail to reject H6: E{Y} : þo * þrX, +...+ þ o_rXp_r and

conclude that the relationships are linear. The regression equations for the HSI

reject the null hypothesis in favor of the altemative that the regression functions

are not linear. Even though the lack of fit tests suggest altemative models may be

superior in describing these relationships, the linear regression equations are
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significant by the above-mentioned F-test and thus can be used to predict the

response variables. One altemative to the linear regression model involves using

transformations of the original data, which may lead to a better, albeit more

complex model. However, for our purposes, a complex model would be more

difficult to justify and less tangible in terms of monitoring these processes. Even

though the linear model may not be optimal, they are adequate and easier to

develop tangible monitoring procedures.

4.4.5 Autocorrelation

Error terms correlated over time are said to be autocorrelated. A major

cause of positively correlated error terms can be the omission of one or more key

variables from the model. When the error terms in the regression model are found

to be positively correlated, the use of ordinary least squares procedures has a

number of important consequences. First, although the estimated regression

coefficients are still unbiased, they no longer have the minimum variance property

and may be statistically inefficient. Another key problem with apptying ordinary

least squares methods when the error terms are positively correlated is that the

mean square error (MSE) may seriously underestimate the variance of the error

terms. Due to the seriousness of the problems associated with autocorrelated

elrors, it is important that their presence be detected [11]. A plot of residuals

versus time is an effective, though subjective, means of detecting autocorrelated

elrors. A formal statistical test, for detecting autocorrelation of the error terms, is

the Durbin-'Watson test, The null and alternative hypothesis are:
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Ho: the error terrns are ì.rncorrelated or negatively correlated

Hu: the error terms are positively correlated

The test statistic d is based on the differences between adjacent residuals, €, - €,_t

and calculated as follows:

d =Zi,',=r(n, - u,-,)' t}i,',=,"î (4.4.s.r)

where z is the number of time periods in the regression model and e, is the

residual for period t (i.e., Y, -i,). Exact critical values are difficult to obtain, but

Durbin and Watson have obtained lower and upper bounds dr- and du such that a

value of d outside these bounds leads to a definite decision. Moreover, these

limits depend only on the number of observations and the number of explanatory

variables and do not depend on the values taken by these explanatory variables.

Small values of d are consistent with Hu while large values are consistent with H6.

The decision rules for testing are:

If d > du, conclude Ho

If d < d¡, conclude H.

If dr < d < du, the test is inconclusive

The biggest drawback to this test is that if the value of d falls in the indecisive

zone, oîe cannot conclude whether autocorrelation does or does not exist. If it is

found that the test is inconclusive, one could use the data and calculate the exact

significance point numerically, using methods described by Durbin and Watson

(197I). Alternatively, one could also treat the inconclusive area as part of the

rejection region l1l.
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The Durbin-Watson test was used on each of the eight linear regression

equations for both Millionnaire Euro and Califomia Treasures to formally test for

the presence of first-order autocorrelation in the residuals. The test compares the

residual for time period / with the residual from time period t-I and develops a

statistic that measures the significance of the correlation with these successive

comparisons. The JMP IN software package displays the exact Durbin-Watson d

statistic which was then used in conjunction with values d¡ and du for each model

t6l.

For Millionnaire Euro, the residuals from the fit of all the models were

tested for positive autocorrelation. It should be noted that the Dubin-V/atson test

could not be applied to the HSI in the along direction since there were no

significant regressor variables in the model fit. Although the tests for the Comco

and the Aquaflex presses in the along direction were inconclusive, all other tests

on the residuals from the various models showed an indication of positive

autocorrelation. For the California Treasures data set, the tests on the Aquaflex

and Comco press data in the along direction were inconclusive. However, all the

remaining fitted models show evidence of positive autocorrelation.

Consequences of autocorrelation include a) inaccurate estimates of

variances and b) inaccurate predictions. Only when the use of additional

predictor variables is not helpful in eliminating the problem of autocorrelated

errors should a remedial action based on transformed variables be employed. In

our case, despite the finding of positively autocorrelated error terms, it would be

much more complicated for those involved to transform variables. The analysis
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of the data proceeds but it will be important to keep in mind that autocorrelation is

present.

4.4.6 Multicollineanty

When the predictor variables are correlated among themselves,

multicollineanty is said to exist Ii 1]. The presence of multicollinearity violates

one of the assumptions associated with the least squares fitting process. Thus,

multicollinearity among the predictor variables can have important consequences

when interpreting and using a fitted regression model. The consequences of

multicollineanty are as follows: if there is perfect multicollineanty among the

X's, their regression coefficients are indeterminate and their standard effors are

not defined. If multicollinearity is high but not perfect, estimation of regression

coefficients is possible but their standard effors tend to be large. As a result, the

population values of the coefficients carurot be estimated precisely. However, if

the objective is to estimate linear combinations of these coefficients, the estimable

functions, this can be done even in the presence of perfect multicollinearity [6].

In the case of perfect multicollineanty, one cannot get a unique solution for the

individual regression coefficients. However, one can get a unique solution for

linear combinations of these coefficients.

Although we do not test for multicollinearity we can measure its degree in

any particular sample. A formal method of detecting the presence of

multicollineanty is by means of variance inflation factors (VIF's) which are

provided by computer packages like JMP. These factors measure how much the
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variances of the estimated regression coefficients are inflated as compared to

when the predictor variables are not linearly related. The largest VIF value

among all X variables is often used as an indicator of the severity of

multicollinearity. 'When (VIF)I : 1, Xr is not linearly related to the other X

variables (i.e. multicollinearity is not a problem for that explanatory variable). A

(VIF)k greater than 1, indicates an inflated variance as a result of the correlations

among the X variables. When X¡ has a perfect linear association with the other X

variables in the model, (VIF)p is infinitely large. A large VIF means that there is

redundant information among the predictor variables. The information being

conveyed by a variable with a large VIF is already being conveyed by the

remaining predictor variables. A VIF value in excess of 10 is frequently taken as

an indication that multicollineanty may be influencing the least squares estimates

1111.

For the Millionnaire Euro Offset, Aquaflex, HSI and Comco across, all

VIF's were between 1.00 and 1.78 (see Table 4.4.6.I) which indicates that the

predictor variables are not linearly related (i.e. multicollinearity is not a problem

for those explanatory variables). The Comco "along" linear regression model

produces VIF's in excess of 10 and is taken as an indication that multicollineanty

may be unduly influencing the least squares estimates.
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Offset Aquaflex HSI Gomco
Across Along Across Along Across Along Across Along

Press Speed 1.5338 '1.5590

'Hum 1.5338 1.409€ 13.9658

furnbar air pressure 1.0912
y'ariator/lnfeed Unit 1.4891

ìewind Tension 1.021C

Station 3-Web Temp 1.0000

Station 4-lnk Temp 12.8052

Station 4-lnk Visc 1.0468

Station 4-Oven Temp 1.7687

Station 4-Web Temp 1.7822

Station 6-lnk Temp 10.3983

Station 6-lnk Visc 1.1561 2.925a

Station 9-lnk Visc 2.8889

Station 1O-lnk Temp 8.6178
Station 10-lnk Visc 3.8149
Station 11-lnk Temp 4.4412
Station 11-lnk Visc 2.8583
Station 12-lnk Temp 6.0507
Station 12-lnk Visc 2.3096
Station 13-lnk Visc 1.4107 9.9174
Dryer Temp Rip 1 1.0000

Table 4,4.6.1VIF values for all Millionnaire Euro presses

The fact that some or all predictor variables are correlated among

themselves does not inhibit our ability to obtain a good fit. Nor does it tend to

affect inferences about mean responses or predictions of new observations,

provided these inferences are made within the region of observations. Regression

coefficients measure the change in the expected value of the response variable

when the given predictor variable is increased by one unit while all other

predictor variables are held constant. This common interpretation of a regression

coefficient is not fully applicable when multicollinearity exists.
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There are no infallible guides for fixing the problem of multicollinearity.

However, there are a few things that canbe done depending on the severity of the

multicollinearity problem. One of the "simplest" things to do is to drop one or

several predictor variables from the model in order to reduce multicollinearity and

thereby reduce the standard errors of the estimated regression coefficients

remaining in the model. By dropping a variable from our model we may be

committing specification effor.

Specification effor arises from incorrect specification of the model used in

the analysis (i.e., omitting a relevant variable, including an unnecessary or

irrelevant variable, the adoption of the wrong functional form of the model and

effors of measurement in the regressand and regressors). These specification

elrors occur for various reasons. ln some cases we know what the correct model

is but cannot implement it because the necessary data are not available. Another

reason is that one may know what variables to include in the model but not the

exact functional form in which the variables appear. More often than not, the

underlying theory will not provide the precise functional form of the model.

Finally, and more importantly, often a specification error is really a model mis-

specification error because we do not know the true model [6]. Hence the remedy

may be worse than the disease in some situations because, whereas

multicollineanty may prevent precise estimation of the parameters of the model,

omitting a vanable may seriously mislead us as to the true values of the

parameters.
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A scatter plot matrix and correlation matrix were produced to depict the

relationships between the explanatory variables. The correlation matrix is divided

into two halves as seen in Table 4.4.6.2. From these tables, we see that the

correlation between Station 4-Ink Temp with Station 6-lnk Temp is relatively

high, r:0.7823. There is also a high correlation between Station 4-Ink Temp

and Station 12-Ink Temp, r: 0.7934. Since it is apparent that Station 4-Ink

Temp correlates with tr¡¡o other explanatory variables, it was deleted in an effort

to reduce the multicollinearity. After deleting this variable from the model, the

analysis and the test for the significance of the regression line as a whole was

regenerated, as was done on the previous model.

Dropping Station 4-Ink Temp from the model does not improve the fit.

The result is that the regression line as a whole remains insignificant while

continuing to produce large VIF values (in excess of 10) for several other

explanatory variables. Even with the presence of multicollinearity, the fitted

model remains useful in estimating mean responses or making predictions,

provided that the values of the predictor variables for which inferences are to be

made follow the same multicollineanty pattern as the data on which the regression

model is based 111]. Hence, one remedial measure is to restrict the use of the

fitted regression model to predictive inferences for variables that follow the same

pattem of multicollinearity. Hence, we leave our regression model as is and draw

conclusions based on values that fall within the range used in fhe data set only.
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Station 4-
lnk Temo

Station 6-
lnk Temo

Station 6-
lnk Visc

Station 9-
lnk Visc

Station 10-
lnk Temp

Station 10-
lnk Visc

Station 4-lnk Temp 1 0.7823 -0.4247 -0.2351 0.4396 0.'1080
Station 6-lnk Temp 0.7823 1 -0.3940 -0.1866 0.5261 -0.1417
Station 6-lnk Visc -0.4247 -0.3940 1 0.3910 0.2565 -0.2980
Station 9-lnk Visc -0.2351 -0.1866 0.3911 1 0.3141 -0.4590
Station 10-lnk Temp 0.439e 0.5261 0.2565 0.3141 I -0.2479
Station '10-lnk Visc 0.'108c -0.1417 -0.2978 -0.4590 -0.2479 1

Station 11-lnk Temp 0.0951 0.1897 0.2632 0.2821 0.5169 -0.5559
Station 1 1-lnk Visc -0.1 665 -o.1470 0.3552 0.1044 0.1074 0.2323
Station 12-lnk Temp 0.7934 0.7071 -0.2600 -0.0737 0.4716 -0.0389
Station 12-lnk Visc o.2937 0.2440 -0.0370 -0.0605 -0.0943 -0.0494
Station 13-lnk Visc -0.5376 -0.2041 0.0807 0.2293 -0.2615 -0.5897
rHum 0.0528 -0.2240 0.2057 -0.1514 0.0882 0.6052

(a)

Station 11

- lnk Temo
Station 11

- lnk Visc
Station 12
- lnk Temp

Station 12
- lnk Visc

Station 13
- lnk Visc rHum

Station 4-lnk Temp 0.0951 -0.1 665 0.7934 0.2937 -0.5376 0.0528
Station 6-lnk Temp 0.1897 -0.1470 0.7071 0.2440 -o.2041 -0.224
Station 6-lnk Visc 0.2632 0.3552 -0.2600 -0.0370 0.0807 0.2057
Station 9-lnk Visc 0.2821 0.1044 -0.0737 -0.0605 0.2293 -0.1514
Station 10-lnk Temp 0.5169 0.1074 0.4716 -0.0943 -0.2615 0.0882
Station 10-lnk Visc -0.5559 0.2323 -0.0389 -0.0494 -0.5897 0.6052
Station 11-lnk Temp 1 -0.0824 0.1670 -0.012 0128e -0.4034
Station 1 1-lnk Visc -0.0824 1 0.1407 -0.0328 -o.422a 0.5969
Station 12-lnkTemp 0.1670 0.1407 1 0.1619 -0.443r 0.1556
Station 12-lnk Visc -0.0123 -0.0328 0.16'1 I 1 -0.1129 0.0468
Station 13-lnk Visc 0.1 286 -0.422r -0.4435 -0.1129 1 -0.7305
rHum -0.4034 0.596S 0.1556 0.046€ -0.7305 1

(b)

Table 4.4.6.2 Correlation Matrix for Comco Explanatory Variables (Millionnaire)

The California Treasures data for each press reveals all VIF values

between 1.00 and 1.466 (see Table 4.4.6.3) indicating the predictor variables are

not linearly related. Therefore we can conclude that multicollinearity is not a

problem for those explanatory variables.
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Offset Aquaflex HSI Comco
Across Along Across Along Across Along Across Along

rHum 1.0000 1.0000 1 .0189
Rewind Tension 1.0979
lnfeed Tension 1.2042 1.2042
Press Speed 1.0311 1.4659 1 .1683 1.'1683
Station 1-lnk Temp 1.030e 1.0306
Station 2-Web Temp 1.274C
Station 3-Oven Temp 1.1444 1.242C
Station 4-lnk Temp 1.018C
Station 5-Web Temp 1.1298 1 .3519
Station 6-lnk Visc 1.052 1.0520
Cutput % Rip 1 1.4659
Sutput o/o Rip 2 1.031'1

Table 4.4.6.3 VIF values for all California Treasures presses

4.4.7 Conclusions

The regression models generated for both games of this study were all

unique. These models are useful for detecting which parameters contribute to the

measurement outcome. As stated in Section 4.4.4, some of the final models used

for predictive purposes were found to inadequately describe the data. Since

transformations were deemed too complex, these models were thus chosen as the

best altemative to represent the relationship between the response variable and the

explanatory variable(s). Although these models can be used for predictive

pulposes, care should be exercised. As noted previously, the values presently

recorded on Appendix A by the operators may not represent the actual production

process.

When the operators set up a job on the press they follow what is listed on

the Production Specifications. However, as production continues, the process

may start wandering (drifting out of registration) to produce tickets that are out of

specification. To correct this, the operators adjust some of the press parameters
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þress speed, tension etc.) until the process appears to be operating within

specifications. This ability to detect small changes in the process by sight alone

comes with experience. The problem is that these adjustments are made and not

recorded. Thus, the data recorded on the press checklist (Appendix A) may not

coincide with what is being done on the press. Therefore, the models generated

for each game may not accurately describe what is really going on. Since

conclusions may be drawn based on misleading readings (what was recorded but

not used) these conclusions may be incorrect and may lead to implementation of

inaccurate strategies to improve the process, which would cause major delays. It

is imperative that the data analysis be based on the correct set of data. Effort

needs to be made to ensure better monitoring of these controlled variables with

the intent to draw proper conclusions.

When the data is recorded accurately, the above mentioned multiple

regression models can be used for predictive purposes. This is done by varying

the explanatory variables which will then determine the value of the response

variable.

4.5 Time Series

4.5.I Time Series Models

As mentioned in Section 1.3, PBL is interested in identifying distortion

values in order to predict plate and image sizes. By being able to forecast plate

sizes based on past values of the process, PBL should be able to signifîcantly

improve their production process. Predicting the size of plates needed in the
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future will reduce the amount of time and money spent on replacing ill-fitting

plates. Plotting acquired data in its time sequence could help PBL to develop

models to predict how the stock will perform with respect to distortion and to

monitor such distortion in "real-time" (as it occurs).

A time series is a sequence of measurements made at or during successive

periods of time. The basic idea of time series methods is to use the past behavior

of a series to develop mathematical models for predicting its future behavior. One

class of time series models known as the ARIMA (Auto Regressive Integrated

Moving Average) model is characterized by the number of autoregressive

parameters (p), the degree of differencing (d) and the number of moving average

parameters (q). All ARMA models can then be written using the uniform

notation ARIMA(p,d,q).

The simplest ARIMA model is the autoregressive model, based on the

application of regression analysis to lagged values of the y1 series. The idea of an

autoregressive model is to use the past values of a time series as independent

variables in predicting future values. The simplest autoregressive model is a first-

order model, designated as ARIMA(I,0,0), or simply AR(l):

Yr: Öo + $rlt-r+ €t (4.s.1.1)

The order of an ARIMA model refers to the maximum time lag used. In this

model, we assume that only the most recent y value is a useful predictor. The

error term (i.e. e¡), is assumed to have a mean of zero, constant variance, no

autocorrelation and a normal distribution, just as in regression. The e¡ process is

sometimes called white noise [7].
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The autoregressive model can be extended to higher-order (longer lags)

models. For example, the pth-order autoregressive model ARþ) is

!, : óo t þr!,_, + ".+ úo!,_p+ e,

where ¡: the actual value of the series at time t

y1-¡: the actual value of the series at time t-i

0o: ¡s a constant

(4.s.r.2)

Q¡: the autoregressive parameter for y1-¡

€¡: the irregular fluctuation at time t, not correlated with past values of the

Yt's'

Instead of depending on the past levels of the series, y may be influenced

by the recent "shocks" (i.e., random errors) to the series. That is, the current

value of a series may be best explained by looking at the most recent q error

terms. This alternative model is called the moving-average model. The qtå-order

moving-average model, ARIMA(O,O,q) or MA(q) is

!, = 0o* e, -0, €,_, -0, €,_z -...- 0, a,_,

where ¡: the actual value of the series at time t

00 : â constant

0i : the moving average parameter for e¡-¡

€t: the error term at time t

(4.5.1.3)

€t, €ç1, ev2, are uncoffelated and assumed to be white noise.

Autoregressive and moving-average models may be combined. The general

autoregressive-moving -av erage model ARMA (p,q) is written

!,:þotóJ,_t*þzl,_z +".+ óol,_o+e, -0, €,_, -0, €,_z-'.'-0,1 e,_, (4.5|r4)
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where y1: the actual value of the series at time t

yt-i : the value of the series at time t-i

€¡: the error term at time t

0o:isaconstant

$; : the autoregressive parameter for y1-¡

0i : the moving average parameter for e1_¡

ARIMA model equations are the same as ARMA equations except ¡ is replaced

by the differenced series w¡; where

w,: Ldyr: the y1 series differenced d times.

The ARIMA(p,d,q) model is then written

w, =ótw,_t*Ørw,_, +...+ þo*,_r+00+€, -0, €,_, -0, €,_z -...-e,t e,_o (4.5.I.5)

By convention, in mixed models the constant term is denoted by 06 rather than Qs.

Very complex models can result if the lags p and q are large. The usual strategy

is to try to find a simple model (with very small p and q lags) that fits the data

adequately and approximates the autocorrelations of the series. Once the

maximum lags for an ARMA model have been specified, the next task is to find

estimates for $ or 0 model parameters. The process of finding the least squares

estimates is complex, especially if there is a moving-average component in the

model. The JMP statistical software package will be used to estimate the model

parameters.

ARMA models were originally designed for stationary time series - ones

with no trend, constant variability and stable correlations over time. In particular,

the series should be detrended prior to fitting ARIMA models. If the time series
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exhibits only a linear trend, taking (f,rrst) differences yt - yt-r (ay¡) often yields an

approximately stationary series. If the trend is quadratic, taking second order

differences (L'yr: Äy, - Ay,-r) will detrend it, and so forth.

Differencing is a simple and straightforward way to make a time series

stationary. However, it has two main disadvantages a) an observation is lost each

time differencing is performed and b) differencing increases the error variation in

the (differenced) series which reduces estimation and forecasting precision. Thus,

the order of differencing should be as small as possible. Stationarity can usually

be achieved within first or second order differencing of the original data [5]. Not

all series can be made stationary by differencing. Series with nonstationary

variances (variances that change over time) may behave badly when differenced.

The usual remedy in such situations is to transform the data and then apply the

difference operator on the transformed series. If differencing is required to

achieve stationarity, then the series will eventually have to be undifferenced or

integrated before forecasting.

Once a model has been adopted and the coefficients estimated, an ARIMA

model can be used for forecasting. Forecasting based on a model fitted to an

observed time series involves the extrapolation of historical data. If the process

changes, the current time series model may no longer be appropriate and forecasts

computed from this model may be misleading. For the first-order autoregressive

model, the one-period-ahead forecast is î,*r = ôo + ôr!,. Moving- average models

are trickier to use for forecasting. In the first-order moving-average model,

yt+r : êo- âr€1, however et is the unknown true enor attime t and must itself be
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estimated. Estimation of error terms in moving average (or general ARIMA)

models is done by a complex computerized method involving backward

forecasting among other things. A typical ARIMA model used in forecasting a

time series is based entirely on the past history of the series itself and does not

allow for any predictive value of other variables. The virtue of such an approach

is that it requires only readily available data, only the past history of the series.

The weakness of the approach is that it does not take advantage of the predictive

value of other related series [7].

4.5.2 Testing for Stationarity

A statistical test for stationarity which requires no assumptions about the

probability distribution of the errors is the Runs Test. Any observation from a

horizontal time series with independent error terms is equally likely to be above

or below the median of the series. This is what the Runs Test is based upon. The

first step in the test is to compute the median of the series and assign a plus sign to

observations above the median and a minus sign to observations below it. The

next step is to list the pluses and minuses in the order in which they occur and

count the number of "runs", or blocks of pluses and minuses [5].

A stationary series should produce a random pattern of pluses and

minuses. Few runs is evidence of a nonstationary series, or one with large

positive autocorrelation, whereas a series with negative autocorrelation will tend

to have many runs. The hypothesis of interest is:
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H6: The series is a stationary series with independent effors.

Hu: The series is nonstationary and/or has autocorrelated errors.

The test statistic R : the number of runs above and below the median. The

number of pluses and minuses (m) depends on whether the series has an even or

odd number of obseruations (n). If n is odd, y¡y : (n-I)12 and if n is even, m: nl2.

For small values of m (m < 20), the upper and lower critical values of R, Ru and

Rl, for one-tailed tests with 5% significance levels have been tabulated. These

critical values will give two-tailed tests with approximately l0% significance

levels f5]. For m> 20, R can be approximated by a normal random variable with

mean p¡ and standard deviation op, âs defined in Equation 4.5.2.1below. Critical

values may be found from a table of the standard normal distribution. For small

samples (m < 20, a: l0o/o) the decision rule is then:

Reject Ho if R ) Ru or R < Rr.

Otherwise fail to reject He.

The decision rule for large samples (m > 20, a) is:

Reject Ho if I Zl , r*r.

Otherwise fail to reject H6, where

- _ ln- pol
ut

oR

Pp: Í1 t 1, and (4.s.2.r)

normal distribution.zalz: the i00(1 - ul})th percentile of the standard
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If Ho is rejected, the test indicates that with 100(1 - u)% confidence, a stationary

model is inappropriate. If H6 is not rejected, the test suggests support for using a

stationary model.

4.5.3 Analysis

Time series analysis was utilized to determine if it could be possible for

PBL to forecast distortion values for future rolls of any particular game depending

on the stock used. This will enable them to determine how specific varieties of

stock will distort in the future. By knowing what variables affect the distortion of

the stock and being able to predict what plate sizes will be required when a

particular stock is being used will enable PBL to better prepare for production of

their games. Therefore, yr represents the distorlion in the stock for the

across/along direction measured across time. Before fitting the time series

ARIMA models to the individual presses for Millionnaire Euro, it was discovered

that for each press, production had stopped at some point. Therefore, for each

press there are multiple models. The production run was said to have stopped if

there was a break in production of 24 hours or more. For the Ofßet, Aquaflex

and Comco there are two models in the across direction as well as two models in

the along direction. The HSI had two stops in production which resulted in three

separate production runs and three models for each of the across and along

directions. Unlike Millionnaire Euro, there were no breaks in production for the

duration of the Califomia Treasures game. Thus, for each press there are two

models - the across and along model.
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The first step in time series analysis is determining whether the data is

stationary. Each set of data was first tested for stationarity using the Runs Test.

If the data were found to be stationary, then an appropriate ARIMA model was fit.

Otherwise, differencing or a transformation was introduced. Figure 4.5.3.1 (a) is

the time series plot for the second run of the Millionnaire Euro Offset press in the

across direction. When these data were examined for stationarity using the Runs

Test, the null hypothesis (H6: the series is a no-trend series with independent

errors) was rejected and thus at the 5%o level of significance, we conclude that a

(a) Before Differencing (b) First Difference

Figure 4.5.3.1 Millionnaire Euro Time Series for Ofßet, Run 2, Across

no-trend model is inappropriate. First differencing was then performed to

produce Figure 4.5.3.1 (b) and the Runs Test was again used. This time, we fail

to reject H6 and conclude that the first difference series is stationary. Table

4.5.3.1summarizes the 18 separate Millionnaire Euro ARIMA models for each of

the four presses in both the across and along directions. As seen in Table 4.5.3.I,

differencing produced stationary time series in most cases. A square root

transformation was required for the first run of the Comco in the across direction.

I[ ,

ill i*ffilWWll
|j-*t) 40 so 60 70 so nol i 30 q s 60 7! æ æl

Roll Number I I Ril Nnts 
I
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Square root transformations are used when the variance of the original series is

nonstationary.

Table 4.5,3,1ARIMA models obtained for all four presses by run (Millionnaire)

In most cases, taking first differences for the Califomia Treasures data

achieved stationarity. Second differences were only needed for the Offset in the

across direction. When the data were found to be stationaÍy, an ARIMA model

was fit. Transformations were not needed to make the data stationary for these

data sets as differencing achieved this goal. Table 4.5.3.2 provides a summary of

the models for each of the four presses. Notice that although all the across models

are unique, all along models are of the same form.

Across Along
Offset qRIMA(1,2,1) ARTMA(o,1,1)
Aquaflex ARrMA(O,1,1) ARrMA(o,1,1)
HSI qRtMA(1,1,0) ARTMA(O,1,1)
Comco qRrMA(1,1,1) ARrMA(O,1,1)

Table 4.5.3.2 ARIMA models obtained for Califomia Treasures

Run I Run 2 Run 3
Across Alonq Across Alonq Across Alono

)ffset \R|MA(1.1.0) \RIMA(O,1,0) \RtMA(1,1,0) \RtMA(1.2.0) \/A \/A
\quaflex \RtMA(1.0.0) \RtMA(0.0.0) \RrMA(o,1,0) \RrMA(0,0,0) !/A !/A
{sl \RrMA(O.1,0) \RtMA(0.0.0) \RtMA(o.1.0) \RtMAl0.0.0) \RrMA(1,1,0) \RtMA(o,1,0)
lomco ARrMA(O,0,0) \RrMA(1,1,0) \RIMA(1.1.0) \RIMA(1.1.0) !/A !iA
*This ARIMA model was fit to the square root of the original data, i.e. v,:
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The parameter estimates for each of the models in Table 4.5.3.I are

summarized in Table 4.5.3.3. The table is split into three sections (Run 1, Run 2

and Run 3). The models can then be read horizontally across the columns. For

example, the model for the Offset in the across direction for Run 1 is known from

Table 4.5.3.1to be an ARIMA(1,1,0) model. From Table 4.5.3.3 (a) Run 1, this

translates to:

wt:00 + $1w1-1 * es where wt: yt- yt-t

4 : -0.0004187 + (-0.3821 987) w¡-1

Direction Constant AR1
Degree of

Differencing
(Âv. A2v)

Offset
Across -0.0004187 -0.3821987 1

Along 0.00041667 1

Aquaflex
Across 0.1144951î -0.4903414 0
Along -0.023437r 0

HSI
Across 0.00065217 1

Along -0.0127778 0

Comco
Across 0.2647907a 0

Along 0.0003786 -0.5127914 1

(a) Run 1

Direction Constant AR,1
Degree of

Differencino

Offset
Across -0.0003441 -0.3193543 1

Along -0.0003455 -0.4983168 2

Aquaflex
Across 0.00017241 1

\long -0.0153333 c

HSI
Across 0.00055556 1

Along -0.0058333 0

Comco
Across -0.000698 -0.5165627 1

Along -0.000064€ -0.431741 1

(b) Run 2
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Direction Constant AR1
Degree of

Differencinq

Offset
Across N/A N/Á N/A

Along N/p N/p N/A

Aquaflex
Across N/A N/A N/A

Along N/¡ N/ê N/A

HSI
Across 0.00005473 -0.4529072 1

Along 0.00068966 N/A 1

Comco
Across N/A N/Ä N/A
Along N/A N/A N/A

(c) Run 3

Table 4.5.3.3 ARIMA Parameter Estimates for Millionnaire Euro

The parameter estimates for each of the California Treasures models are

provided in Table 4.5.3.4. The models are read horizontally across the columns

as done for Table 4.5.3.3.

Direction Constant ARl MA1

Degree of
Differencing
(Ây,,42y,)

Offset
Across 0.0000133 -0.3798519 0.99999966 2

Along 0.00020282 0.81719411 1

Aquaflex
Across 0.00028172 0.85156629 I
Along 0.0002504 0.78671817 I

HSI
Across 0.000'15259 -0.3481621 1

Along 0.00035348 0.89090511 1

Comco
Across 0.00010098 0.48405533 0.99999864 1

Along -0.000094 0.99999935 1

Table 4.5.3.4 ARIMA Parameter Estimates for California Treasures

Now that the appropriate ARIMA models have been identified and the

coeff,icients estimated, the models can be used for forecasting. Table 4.5.3.5

provides the f,rve period ahead forecasts for each run of the four Millionnaire Euro

presses while Table 4.5.3.6 provides the five period ahead forecasts for the
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!,*t ! t+z ! t+t ! t++ î,*, Mean

Offset
Across 0.07767 0.07814 0.07754 0.07735 0.07701 0.07833
Along 0.00042 0.00083 0.00125 0.00167 0.00208 -0.01370

Aquaflex
Across 0.080't7 0.07518 0.07763 0.07643 0.07702 0.07667
Along -0.02344 -0.02344 -0.02344 -0.02344 -0.02344 -0.02344

HSI
Across 0.07565 0.07630 0.0769€ 0.07761 0.0782e 0.06917
Along -0.01278 -o.01278 -0.0127t -0.0127t -0.0127t -0.01278

Comco
*Across 0.26479 0.26479 0.26479 0.26479 0.26479 0.26479
Along -0.00731 -0.00318 -0.00492 -0.00365 -0.00393 -0.01032

*These forçcasts are in terms of the square root of the original data, i.e. v, :

î,*t 9,*z I t+s ! t+c ! t+s Mean

Cffset
Across 0.06466 0.06442 0.06415 0.06389 0.06363 0.07271
Along -0.00533 -0.00335 -0.00286 -0.00198 -0.00164 -0.00422

Aquaflex
Across 0.08517 0.08534 0.08552 0.08569 0.08586 0.07850
Along -0.01533 -0.01533 -0.0'1533 -0.01533 -0.01533 -0.0'1533

HSI
Across 0.06556 0.066'11 0.06667 0.06722 0.06778 0.05816
Along -0.00583 -0.00583 -0.00583 -0.00583 -0.00583 -0.00583

Comco
Across 0.05930 0.05896 0.05844 0.05801 0.05754 0.07571
Along -0.02359 -0.02642 -0.0252e -0.02583 -0.02565 -0.0125€

(b) Run 2

(a) Run 1

(c) Rrur 3

Table 4.5.3.5 Forecasts Five Periods ahead for all Millionnaire Euro models

Califomia Treasures presses. Forecasts for stationary series must converge to the

estimated mean of the series. This convergence can be seen in the Millionnaire

Euro forecasts for the Aquaflex in the along direction for both runs, the. HSI in the

! t*t g,*, i,*, ! t+¿ ! t+s Mean

Offset
Across N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Along N/Á N/A NiA N/A N/A N/A

Aquaflex
Across N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A NiA
Along N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

HSI
Across 0.06732 0.06632 0.06683 0.06665 0.0667€ 0.06860
Along -0.00431 -0.00362 -0.00293 -0.00224 -0.00155 -0.01014

Comco
Across N/A N/A N/A N/¡ N/p N/A
Along N/A N/A N/p N/¡ N/p N/A
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along direction for runs 1 and 2, as well as the Comco in the across direction for

run 1. These five models were all found to be ARIMA(0,0,0), indicating they

were stationary and required no autoregressive or moving average terms in the

model. Therefore, every forecast period ahead will be equal to the estimated

mean of the series.

9,*, î,*z i,*, i,*o 9,*s Mean

Offset
Across 0.08454 0.0835€ 0.084695 0.08504 0.08570 0.07'195
Along -0.04435 -0.04411 -0.04395 -0.04374 -0.04354 -0.05945

Aquaflex
Across 0.06257 0.0628€ 0.06314 0.06342 0.06370 0.05201
Along -0.05962 -0.05937 -0.05912 -0.05887 -0.05861 -0.07549

HSI
Across 0.03667 0.03798 0.03768 0.03794 0.0379996 0.03714
Along -0.05579 -0.05544 -0.05508 -0.05473 -0.05438 -0.06940

Comco
Across 0.04645 0.04484 0.04416 0.04393 0.04392 0.03604
Along -0.07596 -0.07605 -0.07614 -0.07624 -0.07633 -0.07276

Table 4.5,3,6 Forecasts Five Periods ahead for all California Treasures models

Most of the forecasts are not converging to the estimated mean of the

series as seen in Table 4.5.3.5 and Table 4.5.3.6. This may be an indication that

other models could better fit the data. However, when the ARMA models were

determined, these were chosen as they appeared to represent the movement in the

data better using the least amount of terms, which will allow for easier monitoring

ofthese forecasts.
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4.5.4 Conclusions

The ARIMA models that were found can be used to forecast future values

of the distortion as seen in Section 4.5.3. These forecasts will help the Film

Generation department predict plate sizes. Example: if based on the ARIMA

model they see forecasts increasing, they can adjust the plate size in advance to

reflect this change. This ability to adjust the plate sizes in advance should reduce

the amount of wasted plates that do not fit as well as the amount of time devoted

to changing ill-fitting plates.

Again, models such as these provide forecasts of what the stock will be

doing in the future based on what is happening at the present time. Not only

knowing the forecasts is important but also monitoring of the data provides the

operators with additional knowledge of the process. Most operators have enough

experience to tell when the process is not behaving optimally but now they could

have actual data to support their actions.

As well as time series models, multiple regression models may also be

used for forecasting as discussed in Section 4.4.7. By setting the predictor

variable to current levels, you may be able to predict how the response is going to

behave.
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4.6 Control Charts

4.6.1 The Uses of Control Charts

In any production process, regardless of how well designed or carefully

maintained, a certain amount of inherent or natural variability will exist. This

natural variability or "background noise" is the cumulative effect of many small,

essentially unavoidable causes. Sources of variability that are not part of the

chance cause (common cause) pattem are called "assignable causes (special

causes)" and arise from many sources, for example, improperly adjusted

machines, operator errors or defective raw material. Such variability is generally

large when compared to the background noise and it usually represents an

unacceptable level of process performance.

A control chart is a graphical tool that can assist in distinguishing between

background noise and abnormal variation. The chart is designed to provide a

signal when the process output measurement is sufficiently inconsistent with past

values perhaps because of the presence of an assignable cause. Being graphical in

nature, it indicates at a glance, what is to be expected if the process is stable. The

control chart is a useful process monitoring technique and its systematic use is an

excellent way to reduce variability. Control charts can be used to monitor the

process output and detect when changes in the inputs are required to bring the

process back to an in-control state (a process that is operating with only chance

causes of variation present). Once the dynamic relationship between the inputs

and outputs is understood, it may be possible to routinely adjust the process so

that future values of the product characteristics will be approximately on-target.
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The most important of the assumptions made concerning control charts is the

independence of the observations. Conventional control charts do not work well if

the quality characteristic is correlated over time. Specifically, variable control

charts will result in too many false alarms if the data are correlated [10].

All control charts have data plotted in time order, a centerline (usually the

mean of some summary statistic) and horizontal lines (called control limits) that

indicate the width of the common cause variation. Control limits are chosen so

that if the process is exhibiting variation due only to random causes, virtually all

of the sample points will fall between them. If the process is "in control", all the

plotted points should have an essentially random pattem. There are several

additional tests available that assist in distinguishing special causes from common

causes. These tests are designed to detect patterns of various types. The

occuffence of a pattern suggests a special cause of variation that should be

investigated. Eight tests for special causes are summarizedinFigure 4.6.I.1. The

upper and lower control limits (UCL and LCL) are positioned at +3 standard

deviations from the mean.
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Figure 4.6.1.1Illustration of Special Causes Tests [13]

These tests for special causes are not infallible. The control chart is, in a

sense, a test of the hypothesis that the process is in a state of statistical control.

Any point within the control limits is equivalent to failing to reject the hypothesis

of statistical control and apoint outside the control limits is equivalent to rejecting

the hypothesis of statistical control. One place where the hypothesis-testing

framework is useful is in analyzing the performance of a control chart. For

example, we may think of the probability of type I error of the control chart
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(concluding an in-control process is out of control) and the probability of type II

error of the control chart (concluding an out-of-control process is in control).

Choosing the control limits is equivalent to setting up the critical region for

testing the hypothesis

H6: p: þro

H": p + ¡re

Essentially, the control chart tests the above hypothesis repeatedly at different

points in time. Care should be exercised when using several decision rules

simultaneously. Suppose that Æ decision rules are used and that criterion i has type

I error probability cr¡. Then the overall type I error or false-alarm probability for

the decision based on all É tests is

k

d,:r-fl(r -ø,) (4.6.1.1)

provided that all Æ decision rules are independent. However, the independence

assumption is not valid with the usual tests for special causes. Furthermore, the

value of cr¡ is not always clearly defined for the tests because these rules involve

several observations. Thus, we might miss an occasional special cause or react to

one of the signals in Figure 4.6.I.1 that ends up being only common cause

variation. However, the special cause tests enhance our ability to react

appropriately, particularly when compared to intuition.

We are interested in simultaneous monitoring or control of two possibly

related quality characteristics ("along" and "across" the web). If these variables

are related, analyzing them independently may be misleading. This is an
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important issue for PBL as they currently assume that these characteristics are

independent. Correlation in the across and along direction will affect how the

design specifications are specified (Figure 4.6.r.2). If it is shown that the

variables are not related, standard quality control procedures can be implemented.

Independent Dependent (one possibility)

K¡ockout-contains no
live data but gets
covered by scratch

If the Imager data box stays contained within the design specification box, the
scratch off material will cover all the data. otherwise, some of the data will be seen
(i.e., the imager data box will not be contained within the design specif,rcation box).

Figure 4.6.1.2 Design Specification

4.6.2 Analysis

The quality of the output of a production process is often measured by the

joint level of several correlated characteristics. In these types of situations,

separate univariate control charts for each characteristic are often utilized to

detect changes in the inherent variability of the process. When these

characteristics are mutually correlated, however, the univariate charts are not as

sensitive as multivariate methods that capitalize on the correlation [15].
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Since it was found that the two quality characteristics for Millionnaire

Euro (along and across the web) were not dependent, they can be analyzed

independently. This allows for the use of standard quality control procedures.

For California Treasures, standard quality control procedures can be used to

analyze the control charts found for the Aquaflex, HSI and Comco as the across

and along measurements for these presses are independent. Multivariate quality

control procedures must be used for the Offset since these measurements are

dependent. PBL assumed that these variables were independent which turned out

to be correct for most cases. Thus, the way the design specification is created will

not have to be altered. As indicated in Section 4.6.1, there are several tests

available that assist control charts in identifying possible special causes from

common causes. Figure 4.6.1.I includes a list of eight tests for special causes.

For each Millionnaire Euro press, there were breaks in production (a break

is when the pressed ceased to run for a certain amount of time). Data from breaks

longer then 24 hours were analyzed separately. There were two separate

production runs for the Offset and Comco and three for the Aquaflex and HSI.

Table 4.6.2.1 summarizes which of the tests for special causes failed for each of

the presses in both the across and along directions in Runs I,2 and 3. As can be

seen in Table 4.6.2.1, the Offset data failed tests: 1, 2, 5 and 6 for both the along

runs and run2 of the across direction. No tests were failed for the first run of the

across direction. Only two Aquaflex control charts revealed a point in Zone A

(test 1), which is to be expected 0.0027 percent of the time. The rest of the

Millionnaire Euro charts did not indicate any failed tests. It appears as though the
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Run 1 Run 2 Run 3

Offset
Across None 1,2,5 and 6 N/A
Along 1,2,5 and 6 1,2,5 and 6 N/A

Aquaflex
Across None 1 None
Along None None 1

HSI
Across 5and6 2 '1,2 and 5
Along 1 6 2ande

Comco
Across b 1 and2 N/A
Along 1and6 5and6 N/Á

Table 4.6.2.1rests for special causes failed by Millionnaire Euro

Aquaflex data is in control producing few out of control signals. The HSI failed

tests 5 and 6 for run I,2 for run2 and 1,2 and 5 for run 3 in the across direction.

Test 1 failed in Run 1, test 6 for run 2 and fest 2 and 6 for run 3 in the along

direction. The Comco failed test 6 in run 1 and tests 1 and,2 for run 2 of the

across direction. For the along direction tests 1 and 6 failed in run 1 and tests 5

and 6 failed inrun2.

For each california Treasures press where the across and along

measurements were found to be independent, two separate control charts were

generated - one for the across direction and one for the along direction. The eight

tests for special causes (Figure 4.6.L1) were again used to distinguish special

causes from common causes. Table 4.6.2.2 summarizes which of the tests for

special causes failed for each of these three California Treasures presses where

standard quality control procedures could be used in both the across and along

directions. As can be seen in Table 4.6.2.2, for the Aquaflex in the across

direction tests 1, 2 and 6 failed while tests 1, 2 and 5 failed for the along direction.

The HSI across also failed tests 1, 2 and 6 while the along direction failed l,2, 5
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and 6. The Comco in the across direction failed tests

direction did not fail any tests.

1,2, 5 and 6 while the along

Aquaflex
Across 1,2 and 6
Along 1,2 and 5

HSI
Across 1,2 and 6
Along '1, 2, 5 and 6

Comco
Across 1,2, 5 and 6
Along None

Table 4.6.2.2 Tests for Special Causes failed by California Treasures

The common tests that failed for both Millionnaire Euro and Califomia

Treasures are l, 2, 5 and 6 all of which seem to imply that the mean may have

shifted to some degree. Unfortunately, since the data is historic, the reasons for

the test failures cannot be investigated.

Despite finding some failed tests, the Millionnaire Euro production

process appears to be quite stable overall for all presses except for the Offset.

With any process, some out of control points are expected however, we should be

concerned with the number of out of control signals found for the Offset in the

along direction. An upward trend is visible in the output for the f,rrst run, which

signals that the process is not random but steadily increasing (Figure 4.6.2.1part

(a)). This upward trend suggests that the mean of the production process is rising

as production continues and implies that the along measurements are increasing.

Therefore, the distortion in the along the web direction is also on the rise. By the

second run (Figure 4.6.2.1 part (b)), the data has stabilized and seems to fluctuate

randomly around ameanof -0.0042.
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Figure 4.6.2.1Millionnaire Euro Offset press along the web control charts

For Califomia Treasures, despite f,rnding faiied tests, the processes appear

to be in control over time with the exception of the Aquaflex in the across

direction and the HSI in the along direction (see Figure 4.6.2.2 parts (a) and (b)).

These plots display an upward trend in the ouþut, which suggests that these

processes are not random but steadily increasing. These upward trends are an

indication that the means of the production processes are rising as production

continues.

UCL=0.071ì

Avg=9.9520

LCL=0.032Í

(a) Aquaflex Across (b) HSI Along

Figure 4.6,2,2 Control Charts for the Aquaflex and HSI (California Treasures)
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4.6.3 Conclusions

The tests for special causes should be monitored during production by the

Operators to aid them in determining when and/or if the process needs to be

adjusted to bring it back to optimal operating levels. However, that being said,

one failed test does not automatically justify an adjustment in the process. A

failed test simply indicates that further investigation may be needed to determine

whether chance variation has caused this signal or if it is the process itself that has

changed. For example, test 6 fails when four out of five points in a row are in

Zone B or beyond. The process may still be operating within the control limits

but this may indicate a change in the process.

Overall the data revealed the production process to be relatively stable and

consistent over time with a few exceptions (the Offset press in the along direction

for Millionnaire Euro). Most control chart plots revealed data within the control

limits and free of trends. This indicates that the process is in control. This now

enables PBL to check if the process meets the specifications as required by the

customer. If the process can be kept in the in control state and the output (printed

lottery tickets) is okay, then it can be expected that the process will continue to

produce "good" product. If the process is not in statistical control, the process

being unstable may or may not at any point be producing good or bad product and

one really cannot predict what will happen next. The implication is that as long as

the customer specifications are met and the process is kept in control, PBL can be

conf,rdent in their ability to continue to produce high quality product. The few

exceptions indicated do not prevent the production ofgood product.
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4.7 Multivariate Control Charting

The use of computers for process monitoring has led to an increased

interest in the simultaneous monitoring of several related quality characteristics or

process variables. These techniques are often referred to as multivariate statistical

process control procedures. For most of these procedures, it is assumed thatp x 1

random vectors Xr, Xz, X¡, ..., are observed and mOnitOred over time. Each

vector contains p quality characteristics. These observations are assumed to be

independent multivariate normal random vectors. An extension to the univariate

(control) chart is the Hotelling multivariate control chart. This procedure assumes

that p quality characteristics are jointly distributed as p-vanate normal and that

random samples of size n are collected across time from the process' In this case'

there are two variables being measured - across and along' The vector x for

sample i is the measurement of these two characteristics from the ith sample and

Í is the mean vector of the variables from all the m sample points.

In the case of individual observations, a reasonable approach is to chart

Hotelling's T2 statistic using the sample mean vector and covariance matrix' If

any values exceed an upper control limit, an out-of-control signal is generated

u4]. Suppose that m samples, each of size n: 1, al.e available and thatp is the

number of quality characteristics observed in each sample' Let x and 'S 
be the

sample mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively, of these observations'

The Hotelling T2 statistic is then

T2 : (x - x)',S-' (x - x)

t02

(4.7.1)



'When n: l, the limits should be based on a beta distribution'

limit is then given by

' r)'oLCL: \m -
- 

P (r-" r z;P t z,(n- P-r) r z)

and the upper control chart limit is given by

(-..-t\2
UCL: \m- r) 

þtatz;ptz,(n-p-t)tz)
m

The lower control

(4.7.2)

(4.7.3)

where þ(u; pl2, (m - p - I)12) is the 1 - cr, percentile of the beta distribution with

parameters pl2 and (* - p - l)12. If tables for the beta distribution are not readily

available, the relationshiP

(p,t(ry- p -t)){(a-; p,m- p -t)-- : þ(a; p t 2,(m - p -t)t z) Øl.4)
I*(pl(*- p-t))r(a;p,rlt- p-I) r

between random variables with beta and F distributions can be utilized. Applyng

this relationship gives the limits

LCL:@-1)' * (p]@- p-r)){Í- "t2;p,*- p-t) - Ø.7.s)*-^ n(pt(*- p-t)r(t -at2;P,ffi- p-r) \ "

ucl : (* -r)' , (p,t(ry- p -r)){(a] 2; p,m - p -r) -vv! m 'ftG@- p-l)r(al2;p,m- P-I)
(4.7.6)

in terms of percentiles from the F distribution. In many situations the LCL is set

to zero. The reason for this is that any shift in the mean will lead to an increase in

the statistic T2 and thus the LCL can be ignored 1151.
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A significant issue in the case of individual observations is estimating the

covariance matrix. There are several altemative methods to estimate the

covariance matrix; two of which will be discussed here. The "usual" estimator is

the sample covariance matrix of the pooled observations

1 pt . ,,
,S, = j;I(x, - x{;r, - x) (4.7.7)

m _ I-¡=t

Just as in the univariate case with fl : I, we would expect that Sr would be

sensitive to outiiers or out-of-control observations in the original sample of rz

observations. The second estimator uses the difference between each successive

pair of observations. Let the difference between successive observations be

V¡ : X¡a7 - X¡ i =1r2,"' ,m -I

These vectors can now be arranged into a matrix V, where

v-

I

vr

v2

u ur-!

The estimator for E (the covariance matrix) is one-half the sample covariance

matrix of these differences:

. 1V'Vùz- 2@i (4.7.8)

[10].
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For the Califomia Treasures Offset, there are 85 observations on two

variables, so m : 85 and p - 2. The mean vector for these data is

7 =fO.OltS2g4I,-0.0590588] and the two sample covariance matrices are

Io.ooooz o.oooo4l,S,:l I' 10.00004 0.000081

[o.oooozEo 607 r42 0.0000102678s7 t1
^1" =l l.' 

I 0.0000t02678s7r 0.0000467261904J

Control limits are now needed to construct the multivariate control chart. The

corresponding control limits with cr:0.05 are

LCL:0 and UCL : 7 .1426507 .

Figure 4.7.1 (a) is the corresponding multivariate control chart generated for Tr2

using ,S,while Figure 4.7.I (b) is the control chart for T22 using the covariance

matrix ^Sr. In (a) we see there are a few observations lying outside the control

limits. These observations were examined to determine a possible assignable

cause. Since no assignable causes could be associated with these points, they

were retained in the sample. There were significantly more observations outside

the UCL for graph (b). It appears there might be a shift in the mean causing the

last 8 observations to fall above the UCL. No assignable causes could be found

allowing for the deletion of these points from the sample however, there may be a

process problem.
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Figure 4.7.1 Califomia Treasures T2 Control Charts for the Offset

When two or more correlated variables are being monitored, use of a

multivariate chart may indicate signals at different times than the signals that

would result from the univariate charts on these variables separately. This is

because the control region for a multivariate chart on correlated variables is

represented by a tilted elliptical region, as opposed to the non-tilted square region

obtained by the use of separate charts. In fact, the use of separate charts does not

allow for the information conceming the correlation of the variables to be utilized.
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The combination of using a multivariate control chart for signaling purposes and

then using separate charts for diagnostic purposes is often effective [9].

4.8 Comparing Stock Differences

4.8.1 Description of Tests

pBL is interested in comparing how the different stocks react to the

different presses. The Tukey-Kramer method for multiple comparisons will be

used to do this. The full name for the Tukey-Kramer method is the Tukey-

Kramer Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) procedure. From theoretical

considerations it is known that this procedure is capable of detecting significant

differences between means, when such differences exist, in the situation where

the sample sizes are different. The Tukey-Kramer method is a conservative

procedure for different sample sizes but is exact for equal sample sizes' As

mentioned in Section 4.2.2, each multiple comparison test begins with a

comparison circles plot. Each pair of group means are visually compared by

examining how the comparison circles intersect. The outside angle of intersection

indicates whether group means are significantly different (see Figure 4.2.2.2).

Circles for means that are significantly different either do not intersect or intersect

slightly so that the outside angle of intersection is less than 90 degrees. If the

circles intersect by an angle of more than 90 degrees or if they are nested, the

means are not significantly different. All tests are of the form:

Ho: Pt- P;': Q

Hu: ¡ri-þt+0
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The Tukey-Kramer procedure makes use of the studentized range

distribution. The studentized range is denoted by:

q(r,v): w/s

where there are r independent observations I,,...,Y, from a normal distribution

with mean p and variance c2, w is the range for the set of observations

Y1,..',Y, =max(Y,)-min({)and s2 is the estimate of the variance o2 which is

based on v degrees of freedom. The arguments in parentheses serve as a reminder

that the distribution of q depends on r and v. The distribution of q has been

tabulated and selected percentiles can be found in the Percentiles of the

Studentized Range Distribution table [11].

The pairwise tests can be conducted directly by calculating for each

pairwise comparison the test statistic:

(4.8.1.1)

where b =Y, -V,. and r'tDÌ= 
"'{r- }+ ,'F,,.}. nuifittg to reject Ho in the above

hypotheses is reached if lø*l <q G - &ir, nr- r)t otherwise, rejecting Ho and

concluding Hu, where a is the level of significance, r is the number of

independent observations, 4 ,. . ., {. arise from a normal distribution with mean ¡r

and varianc e oz andnl is the total number of observations.

4.8.2 Analysis and Conclusions

The Tukey-Kramer method was utilized for both the across and along

direction separately in order to compare how both varieties of stock (8 pt.

" l.l-zo\q =iÞJ'
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Carolina Integrity c2s and 10 pt. Tango cls) react to the production process.

Figure 4.8.2.I part (a) depicts the oneway analysis of the across direction while

Figure 4.8.2.1 part (b) is the oneway analysis of the along direction. In both parts

of Figure 4.8.2.1 M.E. stands for Millionnaire Euro while C.T. stands for

California Treasures.

In general, the Millionnaire Euro data is higher than the Califomia

Treasures data in both the across and along direction. This indicates there is more

stretch/distortion in the paper stock for Millionnaire Euro. In (a), the across

direction, it is apparent that for Millionnaire Euro, the HSI data is significantly

different from all other Millionnaire Euro presses where the angle of intersection

is less than 90o and the comparison table shows positive values. As discussed in

Section 4.2.2, pairs with positive values in the Tukey-Kramer Means Comparison

table (included in Figure 4.8.2.I) are significantly different. For California

Treasures both the Offset and Aquaflex are significantly different from each other

and the other presses. It appears as though the California Treasures Offset data is

more closely related to the Millionnaire Euro press data than the rest of the

California Treasures presses. Its mean is 0.0712, which is much higher than the

other California Treasures presses and only slightly lower than the average mean

for all Millionnaire Euro presses. All Millionnaire Euro press means range

between 0.066524 and 0.076228 while the California Treasures means range

befween 0.036507 and 0.052055 with the exception of the Offset.
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Level Number Mean Std Dev

M.E. Offset 86 0.074593 0.007244

M.E. Aquaflex 57 0.076228 0.009077

M.E. HSI 82 0.066524 0.008843

M.E. Comco 101 0.073663 0.008857

C.T. Offset 75 0.071200 0.007391

C.T. Aquaflex 73 0.052055 0.009046

C.T. HSI 74 0.037162 0.010919

C.T. Comco 73 0.036507 0.009707

Abs(Dif)-LSD
M.E.

Aouaflex
M.E.

Offset
M.E.

Comco
c.T.

Offset
M.E. HSI

c.T.
Aouaflex

C.T. HSI
c.T.

Comco

¡1.E. Aquatlex -0.00508 -0.00299 -0.00193 0.000266 0.005030 0.019383 0.034290 0.034931

vl.E. Offset -0.00299 -0.00413 -0.00305 -0.00089 0.003885 0.018225 0.033134 0.033773

,/.E. Comco -0.00193 -0.00305 -0.0038'1 -0.00'167 0.0031 1 0 0.017445 0.032354 0.032993

l.T. Offset 0.000266 -0.00089 -0.00167 -0.00443 0.000345 0.014689 0.029597 0.030237

v1.8. HSI 0.005030 0.003885 0.003110 0.000345 -0.00423 0.010108 0.025017 0.025656

).T. Aquaflex 0.019383 0.018225 o.017445 0.014689 0.01 0108 -0.00449 o.010422 0.01 1062

].T, HSI 0.034290 0.033134 0.032354 0.029597 0.025017 0.010422 -0.00446 -0.00382

l.T. Comco 0.034931 0.033773 0.032993 0.030237 0.025656 0.01 1062 -0.00382 -0.00449
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Figure 4.8.2.1Tukey-Kramer Analysis to Compare Stocks

Level Number Mean Std Dev
M.E. Offset 82 -o.00726 0.008133
M.E. Aouaflex 35 -0.01929 0.008840
M.E. HSI 62 -0.01016 0.008197
M.E. Comco 100 -0.01 135 0.009636
C.T. Offset 75 -0.06013 0.007968
C.T. Aquaflex 73 -0.07637 0.009062
C.T. HSI 72 -0.06993 0.008114
C.T. Comco 73 -0.07247 0.007823

Means SONS

Abs(DifFLSD
M.E.

Offset
M.E. HSI

M.E.
Comco

M.E.
Aouaflex

u.L
Offset C.T. HSI

u. t.
Comco

C.T.
Aouaflex

M.E. Offset -0.00405 -0.00146 0.000230 0.006792 0.048733 0.058485 0.061036 0.064940
M.E. HSI -0.00146 -0.00466 -0.003 0.003640 0.045520 0.055275 0.057825 0.061729
M.E. Comco 0.000230 -0.003 -0.00367 0.002841 Q.Q44821 0.054571 0.057123 0.061027
M.E. Aouaflex 0.006792 0.003640 0.002841 -0.0062 0.035538 0.045300 0.047847 0.051751
C.T. Offset 0.048733 0.045520 0.044821 0.035538 -0.00424 0.005518 0.008068 0.011972
C.T. HSI 0.058485 0.055275 0.054571 0.045300 0.005518 -0.00432 -0.00177 0.002131
C.T. Comco 0.061036 0.057825 0.057123 0.047847 0.008068 -0.oo177 -0.00429 -0.00039
C.T. Aouaflex 0.064940 0.061725 0.061027 0.051751 0.011972 0.002131 -0.00039 -0.00429
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In part (b), the along direction of Figure 4.8.2.I, the difference between

the two stocks is more pronounced than in part (a). In this plot, all Millionnaire

Euro press means are significantly different than the California Treasures press

means. The mean of -0.01929 for the Millionnaire Euro Aquaflex is significantly

lower than the means for all other Millionnaire Euro presses as seen by the angle

of intersection between the comparison circles and the positive values in the table

for comparisons. For Califomia Treasures, it is the Offset that is significantly

different from all other presses while these other presses are not significantly

different from each other.

It was shown at al| stages of the analysis that the two stocks reacted

differently to the production process. This was conf,rrmed by the Tukey-Kramer

method. This procedure showed that the stock on which the Millionnaire Euro

data was printed had significantly higher values than the stock on which the

California Treasures data was printed as seen by the significant difference

between the means. We thus conclude there is more distortion in 8 pt. Carolina

Integrity c2s than in 10 pt. Tango cls.

The variation in the amount of distortion may be attributed to the

characteristics of the paper stock. Based on our analysis we can say that the

Millionnaire Euro stock which is coated (with a compound applied to improve the

printing surface) on two sides is more susceptible to change than paper which is

only coated on one side.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Recomrnendations

5.1 Summary of Findings

The work on this project was done in a series of phases as defined rn

Figure 4.I.I. The first phase examined the preliminary analysis data for

information regarding shrinkage of the stock and the effects of temperature and

humidity on distortion. In this phase we found that a) following production paper

stock changes size within the first three days and then stabilizes and b) relative

humidity affects the stock and should be monitored in future analysis to determine

its extent. In phase two we looked at the results of the individual game data using

avariety of methods. In this second phase we found that a) with the exception of

the Califomia Treasures Offset, the data were found to be normally and

independently distributed, b) although the regression models generated were all

unique and are useful for detecting which parameters contribute to the

measurement outcome, care should be exercised since the data recorded may not

represent the actual production process, c) Film Generation can use the ARMA

models to predict plate sizes by using the forecasted values of the distortion and

d) overall the production process is stable and consistent, indicating that it is in

control which allows for predictability of the process. Phase three examined the

differences found between the two varieties of stock that were studied. Here it
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was found that 8 pt. Carolina Integrity c2s stock is more susceptible to change

than 10 pt. Tango cls.

5.2 Conclusions

One goal of this study was to model the distortion rates of the two

varieties of stock used (8 pt. Carolina Integrity c2s and 10 pt' Tango cls)' Based

on the results of the analysis performed in Chapter 4, this can now be done'

Figures 5.2.I and 5.2.2 are visual representations of the amount of distortion in

the stock, which occurred after each stage of the production process (after each

press) for Millionnaire Euro and Califomia Treasures respectively' The averages

of the across and aiong measurements for each press were the values used to

create Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. These averages were generated by JMP from the

complete data sets for each press. since the size of the negative is known in

advance, all averages can be compared to the negative and the differences

calculated. For example, the average of the HSI press in the across direction for

Millionnaire Euro was found to be 14.501" while the negative measured14.500''

Therefore the HSI stretched the paper stock an aYerage of 0.001". The same

process was used for all presses to create Figures 5'2.1 and 5'2'2' Both games

produced very different results.

In Figure 5.2.I, the ticket size after the HSI is 0.035" longer in the along

the web direction and 0.001" wider in the across the web direction than the

negative. This translates to a percent difference of (High Speed lmager

sizeÀ,legative size* 10 0) : (23.955+0.035y23.955*rc0 : 23.990123.955x 100 :
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100.146% along and (14.500+0.001y14.500*100

I00.007 % percent difference across.

: 14.501/14.500* 100
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Negative (Across Web) - 14.500"

Figure 5.2.1Overall Finger Print of Millionnaire Euro Distortion
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Figure 5.2.2 Overall Finger Print of Califomia Treasures Distortion

In Figure 5.2.2, the ticket size is 0.009' shorter along the web and 0.028"

nalrower across the web than the negative, which is a percent difference of

(23.940-0.009)/23.940*100 : 23.931/23.940*100 : 99.962% along and (16.000-

0.028)/16.000*100 :15.972116.000"100 :99.825yo across. The size of the ticket

following the HSI is important because this will be used as a target for the Comco
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when plates are produced. It is important to remember that these results apply

only to the specific stock used in the analysis. From these figures we can now

conclude that these two stocks react quite differently to the various presses' The

negative for Millionnaire Euro (8 pt' Carolina) is smaller than the results at each

stage of the process while the negative for california Treasures (i0 pt' Tango) is

bigger than the results at all stages of the process except for the Offset' Both

stocks got ionger than the negative initiatly with subsequent presses applying heat

and various other factors that shrunk the stock'

As can be seen, the results between Millionnaire Euro and califomia

Treasures are much different from each other as well as from the distortion values

currently used for all stocks (see Table 5.2'l). The distortion values listed in

Table 5.2.7 represents what the plate sizes for the Comco will need to be adjusted

by for the resulting ticket image to be 100%. Historical distortion values (what

are currently used at PBL) are also included'

Historical
(% of neqative)

Millionnaire Euro
California
Treasures

Across 9s.920% 99.854% 100.038%

Along 98.509% 99.993% 100.175Yo

ffil and new distortion values

Figure 5.2.3 provides an example of how the percent difference translates into an

adjusted plate size. when the negative is created by the Film Generation

department, it is made to 100% of the size of the ticket' When this negative size

is used to create the comco plates, the resulting image will be distorted since the

Comco stretches the image in both the along and across directions (see Figure
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5.2.3). The resulting image ts 1.491o/o longer and 0.008% wider than the

negative. To account for this, plate-making staff adjust (increase or decrease) the

size of the plates for the Comco by the amount of the distortion' So in this case'

plates are 98.509olo shorter and 99.920o/o narcower than the negative' This

distortion adjustment ensures production of an image that is 100% of the negative'

Plate
Size

<-100o/o--->

Plate
Size

+ 99.92o/o---+

Comco
----------Þ

(a) No distortion adjustment made

Comco___--------)

Comco
Output

<- 100.08o/o-+

ï
r}t.49r%

r

t

1
r00%

I

1
r00%

I

1
98.509%

I

Comco
Output

+-100o/o------)
(b) Distortion adjustment made

Figure 5.2.3 An example of how plate sizes are adjusted based on distortion
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5.3 Recommendations

Based on the differences between the current flexographic distortion rates

(g8.SOg% along and 99.920olo across) and the distortions for Millionnaire Euro

and California Treasures, it is recommended that a study to determine the

distortion rates of the stock be conducted yearly to ensure these values remain

consistent. Otherwise, updating these values will be necessary to make sure that

pBL continues to accurately predict plate sizes. ln addition, a similar study should

be conducted on all varieties of stock used in PBL's manufacturing process to

accurately account for the amount of distortion. PBL currently uses the same

distortion rates for ali stocks when making plates for the Comco. The assumption

that all stock reacts the same to the various presses is obviously incorrect. It has

been shown for two stocks that each varies in the amount of distortion present at

each stage of the manufacturing process. The distortion values the Film

Generation department uses to adjust for distortion in advance should be altered to

reflect the changes seen here.

To minimi ze the effects of atmospheric humidity on paper, it should be

properly temperature conditioned prior to removing the protective mill wrappings.

It is recommended the paper remain in the protective moisture-proof mill

wrappings until the moment of use. It is also advisable to protect the paper from

the environment with moisture-proof wrappings between processing steps in a

modular process (as used at PBL). An alternative would be to provide a

temperature controlled storage areato place all rolls while they await production'
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Once moisture imbalance does develop in paper, little can be done to

eliminate the effects. Paper will not return to its original condition, due to

hysteresis, even if re-exposed to the ploper environment' Recall from Section 3'2

that paper which has a memory of past lower moisture content will not contain as

much moisture at any given relative humidity as would the same sheet if it had a

memory of a past higher moisture content. This property is known as hysteresis.

It is also recommended that an in-depth study be conducted to monitor the

seasonal differences of humidity on paper stock. As mentioned, it is known that

the air is dryer in the winter and that additional moisture is required. The question

becomes ,,how much moisture should be added and what are the benefits?" By

knowing the fluctuation in moisture content during the year, it will be easier to

implement strategies that would improve the process. An additional study

focusing on the locations of the humidifiers might be useful to determine if there

are certain areas in the plant requiring more or less humidity. For example, it is

possible that the humidity after the Comco press needs to be raised to prevent web

breaks on the Bunch. This area provides a huge opportunity for future research

and should be considered.

Since it is known that paper stock will continue to change shape for three

days post production, effort should be made to reduce/eliminate the amount of

time rolls sit between presses. One possibility is to implement an inline process

that is continuous, moving product to each step in the process immediately

following completion of the previous step. This would eliminate the waiting

period associated with the modular process. As mentioned in Section 3.2, this
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inline process has its own set of problems including the whole system being shut

down from problems occurring in a single print unit. An altemative to the inline

process would be to ensure that rolls move efficiently from one press to the next'

The rolls need to move quickly for the first three days to prevent the change in

size. If the time sat cannot be eliminated it is recommended that distortion rates

used to produce plates be re-estimated and adjusted based on the size of the ticket

after the third day. Adjusting the plate sizes before the game proceeds to the press

would eliminate the need to slow production while new plates are fit'

Additional studies need to be conducted to verify the ARIMA models

found for these two stocks remain consistent over time. Studies to identify the

proper ARIMA models for all of PBL's other stocks would also be beneficial' It

would be beneficial to PBL and its customers if the production process was

monitored more closely to help reduce/eliminate any possible causes, which

indicate that the process is not in control. Implementing a successful online

control chart program would reduce scrap and rework, which are the primary

productivity-killers in any production. If scrap and rework are reduced, then

productivity increases, cost decreases and production capacity increases. The

pattem of points on the control charts would contain information of diagnostic

value to an experienced operator. This information allows the implementation of

a change in the process that improves its perfoffnance. Currently there are three

online systems used at PBL: a) Norcross, b) Data Capture and c) Press Speed

Tracker. These systems provide information on some key variables affecting the

production process. This information includes viscosity, ink temperature and
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press speed. The addition of variables such as web temperature, oven temperature

and tension (rewind, unwind and variator or infeed unit) to these automatic

monitoring systems would be extremely beneficial. This real time data could be

used by PBL to quickly deal with changes in the process.

Knowing how stock is affected by the printing process allows for

adjustments to be made prior to production. Similar studies should be conducted

on all stock used at PBL to determine how each reacts to the various processes

involved in production. This knowledge would enable PBL to know exactly how

to compensate for the amount of distortion found with that particular stock before

production even begins. The biggest impact will be on how plates are produced

for the presses. By correctly distorting the plate sizes in advance, a significant

amount of time and money will be saved. By being fully informed about all

characteristics of stock, PBL can continue to produce instant lottery products

worldwide with unparalleled service.
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Appendix B One Mylar Repeat
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